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Inside Bryant University: moving on up
Bryant ranks #14 in region according to US News
this
edition
By Briana Trifiro
Staff Writer
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straight victory

Some people say when you’re already at the
top, there’s little room for improvement. Try
telling that to the leadership here at Bryant
University. Led by President Machtley and a
dedicated team of faculty and administrators,
Bryant has advanced to #14 on US News
and World Report’s list of the Top 100
Regional Universities. Additionally, it was
named second on a list of eight “up-andcoming” universities in the region, further
demonstrating how Bryant’s reputation and
standing has been enhanced as a result of
concerted efforts by the Bryant leadership.
So, what exactly is a “regional university”?
There are approximately 626 of them
nationally, and they are defined as schools
that provide, “a full range of undergraduate
majors and master’s programs.” Continually
growing and evolving, Bryant has proved to
be a respected contender amongst other wellknown and prestigious colleges throughout the
Northeast as well as the nation.
After nearly a decade of occupying one of the coveted Top 20
spots, it goes without saying that Bryant has staked its claim as one of
the region’s premier institutions for higher education.
Bryant’s innovative and ground-breaking programs, such as the

renowned First Year Gateway Program, are a large part of the reason
that the school is becoming widely recognized both regionally, as well
as nationally.

See “Bryant ranks #14,” page 4.

Homosexuality in Russia
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The 2014 Winter Olympics are soon to be
upon us, which puts Russia, its host, under
a media microscope. For the past year news
media around the globe has been discussing
Russia’s readiness to accommodate the
thousands of international athletes and
tourists that will flood Sochi Winter Resort
this February. Recently, however, the topic
of social discussion around Russia is not its
ten billion dollar Olympic spending budget,
but rather a more controversial issue of its
widespread homophobia.
On June 30th the Russian parliament
passed a bill banning distribution of
homosexual propaganda to children, which
was later signed into power by President
Vladimir Putin. This law imposes a fine of
up to $150 on individuals engaging in such
propaganda, as well as fines of up to $22,000
for distribution by public organizations. This
law has sparked a wave of protests across
the globe, with international media framing
Russia as widely homophobic.
So what is this law really about? According
to Russian officials, this is about protecting
children from exposure to propagandizing
information, which could potentially be a bad
influence on their still developing character,
personality, and sense of morality. On the
other hand western LGBT right’s advocates,
see this law in a completely different light.
According to them, this law is yet another
attack by the Russian government on the
individual rights and freedoms of Russian
LGBT citizens. In addition, from a legal
standpoint, this law is rather shady, due to
its broad and rather vague legal definition of
homosexual propaganda.
Is this truely a story of evil government
munching away on the individual freedoms
of its citizens? The average reader of this
newspaper would definitively agree, but
if this article was being published in a
university newspaper in Russia, an average

reader would disagree. This reminds me of
heads and tails on a coin. One is the direct
opposite of the other, yet both exist, at the
same time, but why?
First let’s look into public opinion on
homosexuality here in U.S. The topic of
homosexuality had largely been taboo in
the beginning of the 20th century with
the public’s support for the cause being
non-existent. Over the course of the entire
century, the U.S. gay community has fought
tirelessly in order to sway the public’s opinion
in its favor, gaining substantial advances in
rights for gay individuals. American society
has significantly changed its opinion on
the issue, with 55% of Americans claiming
support of rights such as gay marriage
according to the recent polls. If we look at
Northern Europe, countries like Norway
and Sweden, gay citizens have even greater
freedoms and rights there, with Western
Europe following closely behind.
Now we must investigate Russia and
its public’s opinion. Homosexuality has
been a topic non grata there up until the
beginning of 1990 and the fall of the Soviet
Union. To this day, the majority of Russian
citizens view homosexuality as immoral and
unhealthy. Recent polls show that 74% of the
Russian public is against any acceptance of
homosexuality in the society with only 16%
being supportive of it and the rest undecided.
The true question in this dispute is
why there is such a compelling difference
in opinion. One of the reasons is that the
Russian public has not had as much time
to discuss this issue, and therefore think
differently. Remember that the US has come
a long way on the issue since the beginning
of the 20th century. Russia is just beginning
its journey on the path to acceptance of
homosexuality.
However, there is a much deeper and
fundamental reason - culture. Russian
culture and society is more collectivist
in nature, and believes that it is the
responsibility of citizens to help society
benefit as a whole and therefore progress.

This is directly opposite of individualist
American society where people believe that
society’s job is to bolster the power of each
individual, in order to advance. The specifics
of their culture make Russians put the
needs of the whole above the needs of a few.
Therefore in the eyes of the Russian public it
is acceptable to deprive homosexuals of their
rights until it serves the needs of society.
Then how does this homophobic law
serve the needs of Russian society? Well
the Russian belief system on the issue is
also different. People truly believe that
homosexuality is a learned and acquired
behavior that deviates from the norm.
Whether that is true is another topic and
possibly a 100 page dissertation. The reality
is that Russians believe in this and they act
upon their belief and try, in their opinion,
to minimize the odds of children growing
up gay and deviating from what is viewed as
“healthy.”
At the end of the day, this issue is about
social opinions and sociology, and as we all
know, when it comes to social interaction,
nothing is set in stone and change over time
and only history can show who was right
and who was wrong. Today Russia plays by
a different set of rules than the West. It is
just like the two sides of a coin, here two
fundamentally opposing sides manage to
coexist.

Gay rights activists protest new Russian
laws. (MCT Campus)
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Contact Us
If you need to contact The Archway of any staff member,
please feel free to use the contact information listed below.
The Archway
Bryant University, Box 7
1150 Douglas Pike
Smithfield, RI 02917
Location: Fisher Center room 1

Phone: (401) 232-6028
(401) 232-6488
Fax: (401) 232-6710

Bulldog Bulletin

E-mail: archway@bryant.edu
www.bryantarchway.com

The Archway is printed by
Graphic Developments, Inc.
Guidelines for Comment…
Only articles and letters including authors’ names and phone number will be
considered for publication. (Phone numbers will not be printed. They are for verification
purposes only.) On rare occasions, names will be withheld upon request if the editors
deem there is a compelling reason to do so. No letter will be printed if the author’s
identity is unknown to the editors.
Letters to the Editor that are between 400 and 600 words will have the best chance
of being published. Also, except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print
submissions exceeding 600 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion of the
E-board. The Archway staff reserves the right to edit for length, accuracy, clarity, and
libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically from a Bryant email address.
Bryant University community members can email submissions to: archway@bryant.edu.
Letters and articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in The
Archway drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be mailed through
campus mail to box 7.
The deadline for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication (for
a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late submissions will be
accepted at the discretion of The Archway staff and will more than likely will be held until
the next issue.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each edition of
The Archway for free. If you are interested in purchasing multiple copies for a price of 50
cents each, please contact The Archway office. Please note that newspaper theft is a crime.
Those who violate the single copy rule may be subject to disciplinary action.

The Archway: Writers’ Meetings, Mondays at 5pm, Fisher room 1
Bryant Pride: General Meetings, Thursdays at 5:30pm, Fisher room 2A
Bryant Players: GeneralMeetings, Tuesdays at 5pm, FSC Music Conference Room

HOMECOMING COMEDY SHOW
featuring

HOMECOMING COMEDY SHOW

HOMECOMING COMEDY SHOW
featuring

featuring
GABRIEL
GABRIEL
IGLESIAS

GABRIEL
IGLESIAS

Want to see more people at your meetings or events?
Advertise for FREE through the news feed or calendar.
Email your club/org’s information to archway@bryant.edu

Saturday, October 12
9 p.m., MAC
Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
$10 Bryant students
$15 faculty, staff, alumni & guests

IGLESIAS

Saturday, October 12
9 p.m., MAC
Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
$10 Bryant students
$15 faculty, staff, alumni & guests

Tickets on sale N
Saturday, October 12
9 p.m., MAC
Your donation w
Doors open at 8:30 p.m. Tickets on sale NOW at the Fisher Student Center Information Center
Your donation will benefit the Bryant University general scholarship fund
$10 Bryant students
VANDALISM (AUTO) VANDALISM TO AUTO(S)
DRUG(POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA)
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES
$15 faculty,
Sep 22, 2013-Sunday
at 16:07staff, alumni & guests MARIJUANA(POSS,SALE,DEL,MANUF OR CULTIV) RENDERED

Department of Public Safety Log

Location:ALUMNI HOUSE LOT-SPACE BESIDE
RONZIO RESERVED SPACEA student reported his brown 2006 Jeep Liberty had been
keyed.

Sep 26, 2013-Thursday at 20:15
Sep 28, 2013-Saturday at 22:39
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Location:RESIDENCE HALL
DPS received a call from an Upper Village RA reporting
DPS Officers found an intoxicated female near a
that he/she just believes that some students may be
Residence Hall. EMS was activated. Patient was
smoking marijuana outside by the basketball courts.
transported to Fatima Hospital for further medical
ACCIDENT (MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT
Smithfield Police were called and asked to respond.
attention by Smithfield Rescue.
Tickets on sale
NOW at the Fisher Student Center Information
Center
Sep 23, 2013-Monday at 11:29
There are two individuals involved; one subject will be
Location: COMMUTER PARKING LOT
reporting to the Dean of Students, the second subject was VANDALISM (RES) VANDALISM (RESIDENCE)
A student came into the ECS to report a minor motor
taken will
into benefit
custody by
Smithfield
Police general scholarship
Sep 29, 2013-Sunday
at 00:38
Your donation
thetheBryant
University
fund
vehicle accident, with no injuries.
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
DRUG (PARAPH. POSS.) POSSESSION OF DRUG
DPS received a report of a broken window in a Residence
VANDALISM (SCHOOL) VANDALISM (SCHOOL
PARAPHERNALIA
hall. HVAC was notified.
BUILDING)
Sep 27, 2013-Friday at 19:09
Sep 24, 2013-Tuesday at 08:35
Location:TOWNHOUSE
Location:RESIDENCE HALL
DPS received a fire alarm in a townhouse caused
A report that someone had spray painted a wall of a
by the occupants smoking marijuana in the room.
BIAS INCIDENTS None Reported
Residence Hall.
Paraphernalia was confiscated.
To report a bias incident or hate crime, go to www.
bryant.edu/bias or call the Bias Incident Hotline at x6920
FIRE ALARM
LARCENY
Bias related incident – a threatened, attempted, or
Sep 24, 2013-Tuesday at 13:27
Sep 28, 2013-Saturday at 02:10
completed action that is motivated by bigotry and bias
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
regarding a person’s real or perceived race, religion,
A fire alarm in a townhouse was caused by steam from a
DPS received a report that a non-student had $175.00
natural origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, or
shower. Alarm was reset.
missing from her wallet.
gender status. Examples of these incidents include name
calling, offensive language/acts, and graffiti/behavior.
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
RENDERED
Sep 25, 2013-Wednesday at 00:46
Sep 28, 2013-Saturday at 22:32
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
DPS received a call reporting a person was having trouble The duty RD called DPS requesting a medical evaluation
breathing. EMS was activated. Patient was transported
in front of a Residence Hall. EMS was activated. Patient
to Fatima Hospital.
was transported to Fatima Hospital.
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Bryant hosts Fall Bryant’s M.S. in Global
Open House
Environmental Studies
By Tyler Donovan
Staff Writer
Saturday, September 28th marked Bryant’s annual Fall Open House.
Each year the admissions team, faculty, and students come together
to showcase Bryant’s campus, academic programs, and the endless
opportunities that await future Bryant students. High school students from
across New England and across the country came pouring in Saturday
morning at 8:00 am. While most of Bryant’s current student body was still
asleep, recovering from the night before, several students arose early to
share what they love about Bryant. One of those students was senior Paige
Andrews. Paige has been a student ambassador for three years, and this year
was selected to represent the student body and speak to all the prospective
Bulldogs. Paige shared her experience and the endless opportunities that
have been available to her at Bryant and beyond our small Smithfield
campus; “had I not created my path at Bryant University, I can almost
guarantee you that I would not have expanded my world past my hometown
South of Boston, let alone East Asia.” Paige wholeheartedly preached to the
prospective students and their families about how much she has developed
as a student and a person at Bryant, and how comfortable she has felt
throughout her time here. Paige set the stage for President Machtley, who
further excited the visitors; with that, open house was ready to commence.
Campus tours flowed throughout Bryant, professors raved about their
departments and the resources at Bryant, and students began creating a
picture of their lives at Bryant for the next four years. Open House is a great
opportunity for Bryant to showcase all they have to offer, and that is exactly
what occurred Saturday. Over 900 prospective students visited and took in
Bryant’s beautiful campus. It is at the Fall Open House from which students
start the application process, thus beginning a stressful yet exciting process
that will culminate in a few short months with the prospective students’
final collegiate decision soon to be made.
Although many students, speeches, and campus programs blew everyone
away Saturday, the real winner was the Fisher Student Center.
Saturday, September 28th marked Bryant’s annual Fall Open House.
Each year the admissions team, faculty, and students come together to
showcase Bryant’s tremendous campus, academic programs, and the endless
opportunities that await future Bryant students. High school students from
across New England and across the country came pouring in Saturday
morning at 8:00 am. While most of Bryant’s current student body was still
asleep, recovering from the night before, several students arose early to
share what they love about Bryant. One of those students was senior Paige
Andrews. Paige has been a student ambassador for three years, and this year
was selected to represent the student body and speak to all the prospective
Bulldogs. Paige shared her experience and the endless opportunities that
have been available to her at Bryant and beyond our small Smithfield
campus; “had I not created my path at Bryant University, I can almost
guarantee you that I would not have expanded my world past my hometown
South of Boston, let alone East Asia.” Paige wholeheartedly preached to the
prospective students and their families about how much she has developed
as a student and a person at Bryant, and how comfortable she has felt
throughout her time here. Paige set the stage for President Machtley, who
further excited the visitors; with that, open house was ready to commence.
Campus tours flowed throughout Bryant, professors raved about their
departments and the resources at Bryant, and students began creating a
picture of their lives at Bryant for the next four years. Open House is a great
opportunity for Bryant to showcase all they have to offer, and that is exactly
what occurred Saturday. Over 900 prospective students visited and took in
Bryant’s beautiful campus. It is at the Fall Open House from which students
start the application process, thus beginning a stressful yet exciting process
that will culminate in a few short months with the prospective students’
final collegiate decision soon to be made.
Although many students, speeches, and campus programs blew everyone
away Saturday, the real winner was the Fisher Student Center. Opening just
two days prior to this event, a great amount of work was needed in order
to make this building ready for Saturday’s showcase. As I took my tour
through the Fisher Center, students and parents truely were in awe of the
building. One parent stated “this is gorgeous, not what I expected looking at
the outside.” This admiration continued throughout the day and it is clear
that our campus living room impressed many visitors, and cemented itself
as a staple of this campus for many years to come.
For Bryant and the prospective students, Open House was a win-win.
The University had its chance to shine in the eyes of prospective students,
parents, and family members, while students got a great opportunity to see
why I, along with 3200 other students, choose to call Bryant University our
second home. Bryant is an outstanding community and Saturday’s event
represented us well. I will leave you with a quote from senior Paige Andrews
regarding the significance of speaking at the event; “I’ll never forget sitting
in the bleachers as a high school senior myself. Now as a Bryant Senior, I am
able to pay if forward.”
Opening just two days prior to this event, a great amount of work was
needed in order to make this building ready for Saturday’s showcase. As I
took my tour through the Fisher Center, students and parents truely were in
awe of the building. One parent stated “this is gorgeous, not what I expected
looking at the outside.” This admiration continued throughout the day
and it is clear that our campus living room impressed many visitors, and
cemented itself as a staple of this campus for many years to come.
For Bryant and the prospective students, Open House was a win-win.
The University had its chance to shine in the eyes of prospective students,
parents, and family members, while students got a great opportunity to see
why I, along with 3200 other students, choose to call Bryant University our
second home. Bryant is an outstanding community and Saturday’s event
represented us well. I will leave you with a quote from senior Paige Andrews
regarding the significance of speaking at the event; “I’ll never forget sitting
in the bleachers as a high school senior myself. Now as a Bryant Senior, I am
able to pay if forward.”

By May Vickers
Staff Writer

Bryant University’s burgeoning College of
Arts and Sciences, established in 2004, will
celebrate its ten year anniversary in the spring
of 2014. The college has significantly expanded
to include not only liberal arts majors but
several successful graduate programs including
the Master of Science in Global Environmental
Studies. The fact of the matter is that liberal arts
degrees are not only important to employers,
but they are here to stay.
A recent survey from the Association of
American Colleges and Universities discovered
that ninety five percent of the three hundred
and fifteen employers surveyed, prioritized
hiring college graduates with skills that will
help them contribute to innovation in the
workplace. Furthermore, eighty percent of
employers agreed that regardless of their major,
every college student should acquire broad
knowledge in the liberal arts and sciences.
Bryant University’s Master of Science in
Global Environmental Studies represents an
innovative program that employers will value.
With continuous global environmental
challenges, the world needs individuals who
can monitor the quality of our changing
environment, manage human activities and
behaviors and develop preventative and
restoration strategies. Achieving a Master of
Science in Global Environmental Studies will
provide an individual with opportunities to
explore their career in multiple exciting fields
including waste management, construction,
transportation, water resources, remediation of
polluted areas, waste minimization, resource
recovery, sustainable systems, and green
product development. Students will have the
skill sets and knowledge to pursue illustrious
careers in multinational corporations and nonprofit organizations dedicated to grappling with
global environmental challenges. Employment
of environmental scientists and specialists is
expected to increase by 28% between 2008 and
2018.
The Master of Science in Global
Environmental Studies can be completed
as a full time program in one to two years

or as a part-time program within five years.
For Bryant undergraduates the integrated
four + one year program can result in a B.S.
degree and the M.S. degree. A completion of
a thesis from laboratory research experience
or a field research project is required for each
candidate. International experiences are
strongly encouraged as global work experience
is looked upon favorably by future employers.
Caitlyn Witkowski, a pioneer of this program,
conducted laboratory research in China. She
has expressed how she believes the program
will strongly benefit her future.
“The M.S. in Global Environmental Studies
has prepared me to hit the ground running
after school because the amazing faculty at
Bryant didn’t give me information - they
empowered me through hands-on experience,
developing both my critical-thinking and
technical skills.”
Unlike many larger universities, Bryant
University’s Department of Science and
Technology provides students with individual
attention to help them discover and pursue
their chosen specialties. The distinguished
faculty is committed to academic excellence
and is dedicated to preparing students for
environmentally focused careers.
Students will use systems thinking to
make environmental decisions, analyze cost/
benefit factors in complex problems, commit to
seeking sustainable solutions, conduct applied
research, and become an environmentalist
in the specialty of their choice. The program
has a high degree of flexibility to cater to
students’ desired career paths. Individuals in
the program can choose among courses which
have an emphasis on research, data analysis,
publication and international collaboration
with direct feedback from faculty along the
way.
Sample courses include Global Change
and Geochemical Impact, Green Technology
for Sustainability and Innovation and the
Global Energy Crisis. A Graduate Certificate
of Sustainability Practices is being developed,
along with a number of other training
opportunities. For further information about
this exciting program, please contact Dr.
Gaytha A. Langlois at langlois@bryant.edu.

Key Words

A regular column from ACE and the Writing Center
By Sam Grabelle
ACE/Writing Center Staff Contributor

If I had a tattoo for every student who
comes to me in the Writing Center and says
their biggest concern about their writing is
“commas”, I would look like one of the guys in
a band on my brother’s hard core label.
Why the fuss over commas? Well, because
we write in order to be read. We communicate
in order to be understood. Some commas help
our readers read our words, and some help
them understand our words.
Start with the breathing rule. If you read a
sentence aloud and run out of breath before
you get to the period, you need a comma. After
that, follow these rules:

This horrible, misspelled tattoo is in honor
of my mom, Toby, on her birthday.

Use a comma after introductory words
(Instead, However, Although, Thus, Also,
Fortunately, Unfortunately, Meanwhile) when
they introduce a sentence: “Thus, I wrote this
column.”

Use a pair of commas in the middle of a
sentence to set off a clause, phrase or word
that is not essential to the meaning of the
sentence: “My favorite professor, Corey, is also a
Shakespearean actor.”

Use a comma before and after introductory
words when they introduce a second clause:
“The column, however, did not write itself.”

Use commas to separate two or more adjectives
that describe the same noun: “This is a short,
sweet column.”

Use a comma after introductory (or dependent)
phrases: “With his pants hanging below his
backside, he was unable to hug her for fear of
losing them altogether.”

Use commas to help avoid confusion: “Let’s eat
Grandma!” - OOPS! - “Let’s eat, Grandma!”

Use a comma when two independent clauses
that each have a subject and a verb are
connected by one of the FANBOYS (for, and,
nor, but, or, yet, so): “She wanted to be a better
writer, but she wasn’t willing to work at it.”

Use commas between items in a list. In a simple
list, the last comma is optional: “I go to ACE
to study, learn, chat and relax.” But, if the list
might cause confusion, then the last comma is
necessary. This is called the Oxford comma. “I
dedicate this column to my parents, Kelsey and
Julius.”
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Turner’s Thoughts
Hunger or habit?
you continue to ignore those cues the
penalty will result in poor performance,
academically and athletically, and most
likely unwanted weight gain.
What is Habit? Habit is eating when
you are not physiologically hungry .

Iron Clad Tupper I

By Debbie Turner
Registered Dietician for
Bryant University Dining

With some of my fave ’Dawgs on Open House day: AJ Blitz, Zach Comeau,
Adam Malone, Dalton Hunt, Matt Guerriero, and Evan Mariani.. (Christina Senecal)
I really don’t like when there’s no Bryant Bulldogs football game on Saturdays on
campus…I’m lost! This Saturday, your 3-1 Bulldogs football team is in Stony Brook,
NY; then they return to campus October 12. The good news is that October 12 is
HOMECOMING, so plan your school work accordingly because it’s also alumni
weekend. It’s gonna be fun. Guaranteed.
So what do I do when there’s no football? I can fill my time pretty easily. This
weekend was especially easy because it was Fall Open House. I present to you
“Tupper’s Top Five Open House Experiences.”
5. GOING TO CAMPUS! If you’re a returning student, you probably can’t help but
notice that I’m not on campus as much this semester. Long story short: My Momma
Tina has full custody of me while her (and my) Momma Claire gets some home
improvement projects done. You may or may not know that taking care of me and
taking me to Bryant appearances is Mom’s volunteer gig as a Bryant alumna. She also
has a full-time job at Bryant, so she’s gotta make sure she meets all her other deadlines
before she can bring me around. Bummer, I know. But things’ll get better soon, don’t
worry.
4. GETTING “SQUEE’D” AT! You know what I mean by that? It’s the squeal/
shriek of a rabid fan. I get “Awws” from dog fans; “OMGs” from bulldog fans,
and “SQUEEEEEEEs” from Tupper fans. Apparently, my reputation precedes me.
Understandable. I’m handsome, charming, AND erudite. Total package. BAM!
3. GOING ON STAGE! Some humans get stage fright. Not me. I LOVE being
the center of attention and having all eyes on me. The only problem is that no one’s
scratching me on stage. But that’s okay, as long as I hear applause – I just know it’s for
me.
2. GETTING MY BALL! My ball! I love my ball! It’s so round, so perfect, so
SQUISHY! It’s hard for humans to understand – it’s a dog thing. Once I get it, I’m
never giving it up! And when I’m at home, I NEVER get to have it, so I love being able
to chew it.
And the number one Open House experience:
1. MEETING MY PEOPLE! From the prospective students who are undecided to
those who are committed to coming here, they are my newest fans. Then there are my
old friends I run into who are helping out. What a great community here! And from
all the humans, I get scratchies. And then MORE scratchies.
So there you have it. Tupper’s Top Five Open House Experiences. Don’t forget – I’m
also on Twitter (@bryanttuppy) and Facebook (www.facebook.com/bulldogtupper).
Get at me! I’ll see you soon. ’Til next time…WOOF!

Listen to WJMF
The Beat of
Bryant at
www.wjmfradio.com

Follow us on
Twitter!
@thearchway

What is hunger? True hunger is a
physiologic response we are all born
with. Our body will tell us when we need
energy (food); it also tells us when we are
full. The only good example I can give is
a baby. Babies cry when they are hungry,
spit or throw food back when they are
full. Can you relate?
Let’s take a look at the bodies’
physiologic need for energy. The body
will digest and utilize the energy (food)
you give it within 3 or 4 hours after
eating. You must refuel within the three
or four hour time frame, in order for your
body to function optimally.
Hunger cues differ from person to
person, but a few ways hunger may
present could be: headache, moodiness,
quick temper, fatigue, and cravings.
Whether or not you listen to your
body is another story-- it is up to you
to determine your own body’s cues. If

- It is when you are grabbing for food
after you just ate
- It is overeating on unnecessary calories
- It is eating due to emotional stresses:
Exams, loneliness, relationship
problems, family issues ect.
- Habit also rears with certain 		
associations, for example, the movies.
As soon as you walk into the theater
it automatically triggers the want for
popcorn, even if you don’t want it, or
even if you just had a meal
So, the bottom line is, until you
identify your habits, poor nutrition will
follow you through your lifetime. Nip it
now!
When you think you are hungry, take
the “apple” test: ask yourself, would I eat
an apple right now? If the answer is yes,
than you are hungry, if the answer is no,
then you are not hungry. This is when you
determine what it is that is causing the
want for food and tackle the issue instead
of using food as a way out.
P.S. the apple test can be any food that
is good for you. If you don’t like apples,
substitute the food item for something
else.

Bryant ranks #14

Continued from page 1
“Since its founding 150 years ago, Bryant has been an innovative leader in
preparing students to achieve success,” President Machtley stated recently. “This latest
ranking by U.S. News confirms what we already know: A Bryant education prepares
our students to take advantage of the unlimited global opportunities available to
them.”
The list of colleges that are defined as “up-and-coming” this year are all
schools that are “making the most promising and innovative changes in the areas
of academics, faculty and student life.” This year, Bryant was ranked alongside
Quinnipiac University, University of Scranton, Saint Joseph’s University, Wagner
College, Endicott College, Loyola University-Maryland, and finally Richard Stockton
College of New Jersey.
In addition to achieving such a high ranking on the “up-and-coming” list, Bryant
also climbed the rankings on the Top 100 Regional Universities chart. Continually
innovating, Bryant has proved to be quite a national contender amongst other
significant and respected colleges. Last year, the university occupied the #15 slot,
according to U.S. News. This year marks Bryant’s ninth consecutive year among
the top 20 universities in this category. In the Top 100 category, Bryant competes
alongside schools such as Assumption College, Providence College, and Fairfield
University.
Much of Bryant’s success can be attributed to many of its new and innovative
programs. For example, the First Year Gateway Program has grown to be recognized
across the country. Bryant University’s Vice President of Academic Affairs, Jose-Marie
Griffiths, recently said the goal of the First Year Program is to, “produce graduates
equipped not only with the professional skills to succeed but also with global context
and critical thinking and reasoning skills to succeed as citizens of the world.”
So what do these accolades mean to students and faculty as members of the Bryant
community? Do they matter? Can and will they affect the career paths that students
choose to follow after graduation? In a word, yes. People love lists, in fact, as a society,
Americans are obsessed with them. If a movie is this weekend’s top grossing release at
the box office, people will rush to see it. The music industry lives and dies by the latest
“Top 40” lists.
Similarly, each year, U.S. News & World Report releases its “Best Of” lists covering
everything from hospitals to vacations and colleges. The annual “Best College” report
is considered one of the most coveted achievements an institute of higher education
can achieve. Many college endowments have both suffered and benefited from a
school’s movement on this highly anticipated list.
Everyone wants to attend a top rated university, it’s only natural. At Bryant, each
year, as the university climbs in the rankings, the applicant pool becomes increasingly
larger, more talented, more diverse and even more competitive. Each incoming class of
freshmen and transfer students is just that much better than the one proceeding it. As
a result, they challenge upperclassmen to reach their full potential and, to quote an old
recruiting slogan, “be all you can be.”
In addition to Americans’ infatuation with these “top lists,” society is also
infatuated with statistics, an area that is one of Bryant’s true strengths. Bryant points
out, with justifiable pride, that a staggering 98% of graduates are either employed
in their area of study or have progressed to graduate school within six months of
graduation.
Scoring high on the U.S. News & World rankings only intensifies Bryant’s quest
to eventually become the number one ranked university in its category. To this end,
President Machtley continually challenges the Bryant community to find their passion
and pursue it with energy and vehemence.
The future looks bright for Bryant University. With an energized student body,
a dedicated and driven faculty and a leadership team focused on the success of each
individual member of the community, watch out #1...Bryant’s coming!
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The Diary of a Resident Assistant
Gossip: why it’s not OK in residence halls
By Kerry Quirk
Staff Writer

It is commonly said that Bryant is like a big family. It
is nearly impossible to walk to the Unistructure without
seeing someone I know, or at least a face I recognize.
Usually at least one of my classes has a friend or floormate
in it, and even when I go off campus to Target, I see at least
one other Bryant student there. Therefore, it is probably
a fair assumption to say that when something happens on
campus, everyone hears about it whether through word of
mouth or through social media. However, are the stories
we hear really true? A lot of time, “he-said-she-said”
occurs and the message becomes distorted, just like in the
childhood game of “Telephone” many of us used to play.
This phenomenon becomes a greater reality in the residence
halls, where the walls are paper-thin and gossip travels like
wildfire.
Why do we do this? Why is gossip so important in
our daily lives? It could just be that we want to be “in the
know” as college students, or fit in with others by sharing
a story. Maybe there is just some extra-juicy story we
desperately need to share, even if it isn’t ours. Sometimes
people gossip to have power over another person, or to
prove that they have some information they can hold
against them. Or worse, sometimes people gossip to get

revenge on another person who wronged them in the past.
Regardless of the reason Bryant students choose to
gossip, it usually doesn’t end well. As an RA in a freshman
dorm, I hear students talking about their roommates, or
what party happened, or who got transported. Commonly,
they exaggerate the truth or distort the story so much that
there is no truth left at all. More often than not what ends
up happening is that the rumors that are spread are more
often than not made up. When the subject of the gossip
hears these rumors, their feelings are hurt and there is no
way to take back what has already been spread around
campus.
A simple way to stop the gossip at Bryant is to just
not spread it! I think sometimes students forget just how
truly small our campus is, and how even smaller our
residence halls are. It can be hurtful when you walk into
the common bathroom or hallway and hear someone
spreading rumors about your roommate, or even worse,
you. It can be difficult for any student to adjust to the
college lifestyle, but I believe it is especially difficult for
residential students when gossip occurs so frequently here.
Gossip creates roommate conflicts and can split groups of
friends. Gossip causes less attention to be spent on classes,
clubs and sports. If we chose to simply not spread it, maybe
these problems could be eliminated and students could
have a more meaningful experience here. As students

living up to the character of success at Bryant, if we hear
gossip, whether it is in the residence halls or in Salmo, it is
our job to stop the cycle and encourage a community on
campus. Whether or not you enjoy living here, living at
Bryant in a residence hall becomes most students’ home
for nine months. We should strive to make the experience
enjoyable and welcoming for everyone, and a critical step in
that is stopping gossip.

Dog talk with John Logan

By John Logan
Contributing Writer

					
Hey everyone! For those who don’t
know me, my name is John Logan and I’m
part of the Class of 2016. I won’t go into
too much detail about myself because,
let’s be honest, in this day and age, people
skip the big paragraphs and go straight to
the short and simple parts of an article.
Therefore, you’ll probably just read the
interview questions about the Machtleys,
which is perfectly fine because I would
probably do the same. Anyhow, for those
who are still reading this, I’ll give you the
basic lowdown: I’m from Hanover, MA.
Majors: Entrepreneurship & Marketing.
Minor: Communications. You can also
visit me at www.johndukelogan.com.
But what exactly is “Dog Talk”?
Good question. This year I wanted to
highlight students and staff who have
done something significant within the
Bryant Community. Each week I will
feature others who I personally think
should be recognized and you will get to
learn a little more about the people behind
the talent. However, for the first week
I wanted to start out a little differently.
Why? Well everyone knows the Machtleys
so I wanted to highlight them first! (And,
well, if you don’t know them, now you
will!)
Do you think there is another college
out there that allows you to sit with the
president of your school in his office and
talk about your passions, the meaning
of life, and Taylor Swift? Probably not.
President Ronald Machtley and his wife,
Kati, are two of the most genuine and
caring people I know. You will see them
at football games, in the weight room
working out, and sometimes eating
dinner at Salmo with students. If that’s
not commitment, I don’t know what is.
Alright, first up: the man, the myth, the
legend: President Ron Machtley.
Name: Ronald Machtley
Position: President of Bryant University
1. What does “success” mean to
you?

Featuring the Machtleys

“Defining what you want to achieve
and actually achieving it. Short term
goals, long term goals, doesn’t matter.
But the important thing is they have to
be personal to YOU and to your strategic
thoughts. Never try to pursue success for
only other people or you will never feel
accomplished.”
2. What’s the number one thing on your
bucket list?
“Although I haven’t achieved it yet, I
would love to play golf in Ireland.”
3. If you could go out to lunch with one
person (dead or alive) who would it be
and why?
“Alive: Warren Buffet. Dead: James
Madison. Madison was extremely
influential when the Constitution was in
progress and one of the wisest Founding
Fathers. I would love to find out the truth
behind the history of the creation of the
United States.”
4. What is your favorite thing about
Bryant?
“The community feels like a family. If
you’re a freshman or the president, you
always know there’s someone there to help
you.”
5. What is your passion and how did you
find it?
“At first, I thought my passion was to
be an admiral, and then a lawyer. But then
I realized my passion is to help others find
their passions. Not only academically, but
the “whole-person” concept. However,
here’s a secret: Passions evolve when you
don’t anticipate them.”
6. Pick two celebrities that would be your
parents.
“My parents are 94 and 93 years old
and they still drive and help other people!
They are celebrities to me.”
7. What is one misconception people
have about you?
“I’m given credit for more than I do.”
8. Would you want the ability to
consciously control your dreams at
night? Why or why not?
“I always enjoy the excitement of a
good dream. If they were controllable,
they wouldn’t be open-ended.”
9. Without using your name, who are
you?
“I am an ordinary person who has
extraordinary good luck and fortune,
especially marrying an amazing woman
and finding my way to Bryant University.
I am truly happy with my life.”
10. If Hollywood made a movie about
you, who would be the main actor/
actress?
“Robert De Niro”
11. If you had one chance to say one

thing to the world, what would it be?
“Be responsible and do everything
you think you’re capable of doing- you’ll
surprise the world one day. “
Name: Kati Machtley
Position: Director of Women’s Summit
1. What does success mean to you?
“Success means that you are content
with the choices you have made with
regard to your chosen profession,
spending your life with someone who
loves and supports you, spending quality
time with your family and friends, and
making the world a better place through
your knowledge and hard work.”
2. What’s the number one thing on your
bucket list?
“Someday I hope to have
grandchildren.”
3. If you could go out to lunch with one
person dead or alive who would it be and
why?
“I would go out to lunch with my
husband because I always enjoy spending
time with him.”
4. What is your favorite thing about
Bryant?
“I am surrounded by energetic, bright
and talented students, student athletes,
and co-workers. I love to hear about
their steps toward their life goals and
achievements, and enjoy watching their
dedication to their passion whether it
is academics, athletics, drama, music,
or helping others in need. I also gain
satisfaction by assisting them and others
to become empowered by their education
and their experiences.”
5. What is your passion and how did you
find it?
“My passion is helping others to
achieve their goals through education and
hard work. I started out in one field, and
through a series of events used my past
experiences to create a new passion which
resulted in my current situation.”
6. Pick two celebrities that would be your
parents.
My parents are and were celebrities
to me. They did me a favor by showing
me the value of hard work and a good
education. Two celebrities who could have
been stand-ins for my parents are Frank
Sinatra and Julie Andrews.”
7. What is one misconception that people
have about you?
“People always ask me “Do you work?”
They have no idea!!”
8. Would you want the ability to
consciously control your dreams at
night?
“Yes. I would only want to have happy

dreams.”
9. Without using your name who are
you?
“That would give it away.”
10. If Hollywood made a movie about
you who would be the main actress?
“Meryl Streep.”
11. If you had one chance to say one
thing to the world what would it be?
“Family, Character, Intelligence, and
Diversity of experiences and friends
are so important as you go through life.
Try to get the best education possible,
do the right thing, be kind, keep your
family and friends close to you, and enjoy
traveling and discovering new things.
Dance and sing, and love art and music
as well as being passionate about your
own direction. Have fun, stay current
with the news and be conservative with
your money. Develop good health habits,
exercise and stay strong and fit while
eating healthy foods. Your body, your
mind, and your soul will thank you. Put
your spiritual life first. Everything else
will follow. Find someone to love.”
Quote of the Week:
“For college seniors, there should be a
week of being allowed to cry. Just break
down and cry because you are scared and
don’t know what’s next.” -Bill Cosby
Tip of the Week:
After writing a paper, wait 3 hours until
you read it again. This time, however, copy
and paste it into Google translate and
have them read it out to you. It’ll be much
easier to find errors this way.
Suggested Song of the Week:
“Pompeii” by Bastille
Want to nominate someone to be
featured? Email jlogan3@bryant.edu
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To return or not
to return?
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UPS faces tough test

By Nicholas Calabro
Staff Writer

For most, if not all, basic organizational goals, the best way to
achieve them is through customer satisfaction. However, it may
be possible for a company to try too hard in this area, where it can
actually harm them. This was what happened to REI, which is short
for Recreational Equipment Inc. There are a lot of companies with
return policies specifically for defective products, but REI went
further than this.
They once had it so customers could return anything (which
would be sold in the basement of their flagship store, and have the
reason for the return on them) for a full refund and/or store credit,
but this would get abused in several ways. That in turn, made REI
reconsider and decide that they should only accept returns for
merchandise purchased a year or less before returning it. They have
also been insisting that there be actual proof of purchase instead of
accepting them without question.
That was one of the ways that the old policy would be abused,
ironically by the people it was meant to benefit the most. Another
way was that sometimes things that were returned would not be
usable anymore, but also not really defective. Examples ranged from
a mother who returned a stroller simply because her children had
outgrown it, to an old, dirty backpack that the customer just did not
like anymore. The abusing of the system had led to a small decline
in the firm’s profit, and the number of people doing it was growing.
According to Richard Mellor of the National Retail Federation,
“stores lost $9 billion from return fraud last year.” Keep in mind,
REI did not use to insist on proof of purchase. In fact, there were
people that were able to return goods to REI when they only had the
company logo on them. As for the old policy itself, there were also
others that had this.
Other companies that had this were Orvis and Patagonia. A
reported example, at Orvis, was a customer returning some
charred luggage. It is believed that, even though he had produced a
newspaper article about the fire, they would have taken the luggage
back either way, according to their director of corporate marketing,
Bill Eyre. For Patagonia, it was that someone returned a shredded
backpack and shirt after a stabbing incident. However, neither of
these companies plan to change this policy, unlike REI. Even then,
REI’s change may not be as far-reaching as it sounds like it is going to
be.
It was reported that Senior Vice President of Retail Tim Spangler
has said a significant majority of customers already return things
within a year. This could still be for any reason, again as long as
there is proof of purchase. And he said that they would still be
accepting returns for defective products, no matter how old they
had gotten. And in terms of REI versus other companies, even with
these changes, they will probably remain relatively liberal with return
policies. For example, according to “The Seattle Times,” Nordstrom
has a limit of 30 days, albeit only at their Rack Chain, and others
like Target and Walmart have a limit of 90 days for most of their
merchandise. There were also other companies that had made their
return policies less liberal, such as Costco. And it was reported that,
though at first they were criticized heavily, shortly after there was
very little of an impact on their business. Still, if other stores are able
to maintain this policy, what could it be about REI’s customers that
make a policy change so necessary?
According to the company, as stated by one of their regional vice
presidents Rachel Ligtenberg, the problem is “‘some customers have
just been a bit confused about the spirit of our policy,’” (the Wall
Street Journal). It was also reported that some, like a backpacker
named Ron Seuss, say it was a cultural change, in the sense that now
people try taking advantage of certain opportunities. No matter the
reason, REI must adapt to its environment, like anything else.
This proves that a few bad apples can ruin the entire bushel. And
they say that when you give somebody an inch, they are going to take
a mile. Therefore, what can come from this is two things, as stated
previously, a business can try too hard to make customers happy,
so survival requires a balance between the parties of interest, like a
ship. Second, is also about restraint, but now for the customers. One
should not take for granted something as lenient as this policy was,
“don’t bite the hand that feeds,” as it is. Businesses need to be able to
trust their customers, otherwise they would have to get stricter, and
the customers may not want that.

Weekly Business Quote
“I believe in the dignity of labor, whether
with head or hand; that the world owes no
man a living but that it owes every man an
opportunity to make a living.”
- John D. Rockefeller

By John Zeiner
Business Editor
United Parcel Service Inc.
is caught in a quarrel between
its workers and the leadership
of the Teamsters union. This
development is unnerving to
corporate shippers and could
hurt their holiday shipping
business. They were supposed
to settle most of their labor
disputes in June, when a
majority of their U.S. workers
approved a new five-year
national master contract. The
contract included wage increases
in addition to revised health and
pension benefits. Unfortunately,
UPS is still negotiating with
many local bargaining units
across the country with the
aforementioned components of
the contract. Furthermore, there
is discussion over restricting
overtime and wages for parttime workers.
Out of UPS’s 323,000 full
and part-time domestic workers,

the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters represents about
249,000 of them. Of those
Teamster members, about
235,000 of them are covered by
the master contract. However,
the contract cannot go into
effect until 16 supplemental
agreements are negotiated and
approved.
Teamsters Local 89 is one of
the dissatisfied groups who are a
critical part of the organization
due to their size and location.
This group represents about
10,000 employees in Louisville,
Kentucky who are employed by
or work near UPS’s Worldport,
a giant automated packaging
hub that processes and sorts 1.6
million packages daily. Also,
UPS has to negotiate a contract
with the freight division after
the first attempt was rejected in
June.
Director of global media
relations, Andy McGowan, said
“it’s still business as usual at the
shipper. The company and the
Teamsters have agreed indefinite
contract extensions as it resolves
the outstanding issues. We
continue to make progress.”
These unsettled labor
disputes hurt business due to
customer anxiety. Keith Byrd,

co-founder of Transportation
Impact LLC, which audits and
negotiates on behalf of shippers,
said, “any time there’s friction
between hourly workers and
management; it doesn’t sit
well with customers. The more
commotion and skepticism
there is, the more customers will
start worrying again.”
Companies in the business
of corporate shipping are
concerned by labor negotiations
due to the possibly of potential
slowdowns or interruptions that
could delay their next shipment.
In an earnings call with the
Securities and Exchange
Commission, the company
reported that negotiations with
the Teamsters ‘hindered volume
growth’. This was following the
revelation of volume growth that
was slightly below expectations.
Much to the dismay of UPS,
the Teamsters will continue to
negotiate contracts indefinitely.
A former executive stated that
UPS believes this could leave an
opening for FedEx to convince
customers to switch services
or spread risk. Moreover, the
majority of FedEx workers are
not a part of a union.

Biz Snipz
By John Zeiner
Business Editor
•

The finale of arguably the biggest television show right now, “Breaking Bad,” raked in 10.3
million viewers to watch the send-off of Walter White, one of TV’s most memorable antiheroes.
Unsurprisingly, it was a ratings record for the series, up from 6.6 million viewers the previous
episode. The drama will be marked as one of the first TV series hits in the era of Netflix. The station
which produced this show, AMC Networks Inc., is also responsible for another hit series, “The
Walking Dead”.
The finale garnered the most attention from Twitter where 1.5 million tweets were generated, just
about three times as many regarding the NFL game on NBC, according to Social Guide. Furthmore,
Facebook reported aproximately three million users mentioned the show while posting 5.5 million
interactions. These social media platforms help build the momentum of the show while boosting
their ratings to just below its high level of critical acclaim. The progression in viewship has been
remarkable, with only 1.3 million viewers per week in season one and peaking with about eight
million viewers per episode during the final eight episodes. As a result, on Monday AMC Network
shares closed up 2.4% to $68.50. The stock has risen more than 50% in the past year.
• AT&T Inc. has followed in the footsteps of Google by offering ultrafast internet service in Austin,
Texas by the middle of 2014. They will focus their serivce on neighborhoods that demonstrate the
most demand. The build will provide net speeds of up to a gigabit per second which is about 100
times faster than those found in most U.S. homes. However, this poses a problem for supporters of
faster internet service.
The upgrade was made available because regulators enabled the carrier to target the most
promising areas. Therefore, communities that cannot afford fast internet or have a lower demand
could fall behind the digital curve. This would be more of an issue if it becomes a nationwide
experiment. AT&T CEO Randall Stephenson made a statement regarding building fast internet in
other areas. “They’re actually beginning to accomodate and tailor terms and conditions that makes
it feasible for us to invest. That being the case, you will see us do more and more cities around the
country.”

Make it your business to write for the
Archway!
Meetings are at 5:00pm on Mondays in Room 1
of the Fisher Student Center
Email archway@bryant.edu for more information.
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Caira scores clutch try to give Bulldogs’
rugby its second straight victory
By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor
When a team is down and is
looking for a big play, no matter
what the sport, a team will turn
to its captain to lift them to
victory.
On Saturday, the Bulldogs
Rugby Team called upon their
captain Michael Caira, and he
answered in a huge way.

Winning close games just shows
how tough we can be.”
Tough is exactly how this
game began for both teams.
The first half was filled with big
defensive hits, turnovers, and
brutal play. The Bulldogs had
a few opportunities to take an
advantage in the first half.
However, St. Michaels came
up with some big defensive
plays, forcing turnovers both

‘With just a two-point lead, Caira made a
heads-up play and was able to find the end zone
with time winding down in the game.’
In what was a physically
tough game for both teams,
the Bulldogs picked up their
second straight victory over St.
Michaels this past Saturday,
19-12, thanks to a crucial late
score by scrum half Michael
Caira. With just a two-point
lead, Caira made a heads-up
play and was able to find the end
zone with time winding down
in the game. Rookie forward
Richard Casiello had yet another
stellar performance on Saturday,
scoring on his second try in as
many weeks. Not only does the
victory give the Bulldogs their
second straight victory, but it’s
also their first winning record of
the season.
Needless to say, this game was
a huge momentum swing for the
Bulldogs going forward.
“This is just the type of win
we need,” said forward Richard
Casiello following the game.
“Coming up with a close victory
like this is just what we needed.

times the Bulldogs were near the
goal line. The Bulldogs’ defense
stiffened as well, coming up with
a critical stop when St. Michaels
was threatening early in the half.
Despite all the potential for each
team, both teams headed to their
half time huddles in a scoreless
contest.
It seemed like all the Bulldogs
needed was a quick water break
to figure out their offensive game
plan. Within the first couple
of minutes in the second half,
forward Karim Kamperman
found the end zone to give
the Bulldogs their first lead of
the game. After kicker Ryan
Pesaturo converted his first extra
point of the afternoon, he gave
his team a 7-0 lead early in the
half.
Bulldogs’ fans didn’t have to
wait long to see their team score.
Just minutes after the first try
of the game, Richard Casiello
showed he has a nose for the end
zone, scoring right up the middle

(Tom O’Brien)

for his second try of the season.
After another Pesaturo kick, the
Bulldogs looked like they had
the game wrapped with a 14-0
advantage.
However, St. Michaels sent a
message to the Bulldogs not to
get too comfortable. In just a
matter of minutes, St. Michaels
scored two quick tries, trying to
mount a comeback. Even with
both the scores, St. Michaels only
converted on one of their two
kicks, as the Bulldogs still held
on to a 2-point lead.
About halfway through the
remainder of the game, the
physical play started to take its
toll on players. There were many
big hits and penalties for both
teams, as each team fought for
advantage. It seemed like with

every big tackle, momentum
began to swing to each team.
With time winding down in
the game, the Bulldogs turned
to their captain to make the
play of the game. Michael Caira
was able to pick up the ball and
score on the right side almost
unnoticed. It was a great headsup play by Caira, and he was able
to come up in the clutch for his
teammates. Despite a missed
extra point, the Bulldogs took a
19-12 lead with very little time
remaining. With some great
defensive efforts, the clock hit
zero, and the Bulldogs were able
to win their second straight game
of the season.
The Bulldogs couldn’t be
more proud of how this team
fought throughout the entire

game.
“We really do have a never
give up attitude,” Casiello said.
“It’s this that helps us win these
big games. I’m really proud of
this team and to be a part of it.”
Despite the big victory, the
Bulldogs don’t have much time to
celebrate, as one of their biggest
tests of the season awaits them
this Saturday. The Bulldogs will
go on the road to face UMass
Lowell in what will be one of
the toughest games of the year.
The Bulldogs will try to give
UMass its first loss of the season.
The result of this game could
have huge implications on the
playoffs and standings. With
this victory, the Bulldogs will
establish themselves a legitimate
contender in the conference.

NHL: who made the roster and who is already a scratch?
By Alyssa Ricci
Contributing Writer

Now that the NHL’s preseason has come to a close,
rosters have been finalized for the regular season kickoff. For the Boston Bruins, there were a lot of decisions
to be made upon completion of the preseason closer on
Friday, September 27th. There was a lot riding on player
performance during this preseason, especially for netminders Niklas Svedberg, Chad Johnson, and Malcolm
Subban.
As expected after suffering an 8-2 loss against the
Detroit Red Wings, Malcolm Subban has been sent to
play for the Bruins’ AHL affiliate. Less predictable was
who will be joining Subban in Providence. After finishing
with a 2-0 shutout in a second game against Detroit,
Chad Johnson had secured his spot as Boston’s backup
goalie behind Tuukka Rask. In a SportsNation poll, 84%
of voters chose Svedberg to be Rask’s backup. It looks like
Johnson still has some convincing to do when it comes
to the fans. Rask has been upgraded to an eight-year, $56
million contract with Boston. With that, he is expected
to log some serious ice time- right around 60 out of 82
games worth to be specific. This is quite a contrast from
last season’s 36 games out of 48 due to the lockout.
Additional Providence hopefuls Matt Lindblad, Matt
Fraser, Ryan Spooner, and Niklas Svedberg will have
to keep working towards their NHL goals this season.
Nick Johnson will not be playing in Boston either but
instead has been placed on waivers. This means that he
will only be joining the Providence Bruins if none of the
other 28 NHL teams sign him within a 48-hour period.
His situation is all the more surprising considering his
success during Boston’s preseason.
As for the players who will be taking the ice in
Boston, some of them are already being watched for
injuries. Centermen David Krejci and Carl Söderberg

were both injured as of Friday evening but
thankfully, Krejci is already day-to-day.
Söderberg was thought to have sustained a
minor injury late in Friday’s game but his
status has now been deemed “questionable” by
Coach Julien. So far, the rest of Juilen’s boys
are strong and ready to go.
The Bruins are not the only team already
battling injuries before the official start of the
2013-2014 season. Here are the top 5 current
injuries that are most likely to make an impact
on their teams:
1. Tomas Vokoun (Pittsburgh Penguins):
Vokoun kept the Pens’ playoff series alive
last season when head goaltender MarcAndre Fleury faltered in the net. Vokoun is
expected to be out for a while after having an
emergency surgery done to treat a blood clot
near his pelvis.
2. Nathan Horton (Columbus Blue
Jackets): prior to being traded from Boston,
Columbus’ managers had knowledge of
Horton’s shoulder injury. He will be getting
surgery to correct the damage and may not
Bruins’ backup goalie Chad Johnson won what was a huge spot
be able to skate for the Blue Jackets until
on the roster (MCT Campus)
sometime in December.
3. Sam Gagner (Edmonton Oilers):
during a preseason game, a Vancouver player broke
depending on whether or not he opts for surgery. The
Gagner’s jaw with a reckless high stick. Gagner was about Sharks will have to make do without their most energetic
to become captain of the Oilers due to his experience but player.
instead will be out indefinitely. Yes, we all wish it was
5. Cal Clutterbuck (New York Islanders):
Sidney Crosby again.
Clutterbucks’s New York debut will have to be postponed
4. Raffi Torres (San Jose Sharks): after being
for about 4-6 weeks. He suffered a skate laceration during
suspended for an illegal hit during the 2013 playoffs, the
a preseason game. Until then, the Islanders will have to
Sharks once again find themselves hitting the ice without find a way to compensate for the absence of Clutterbuck’s
Torres. This time though, he is suffering an ACL injury
aggressive and physical style.
and may be out anywhere from 6 weeks to 4 months,
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Sneak preview of teams that will dominate
2013 college basketball season
By Eric Colantonio
Contributing Writer

The 2012-2013 college basketball season featured
some fantastic overtime thrillers and timeless upsets.
In the end, Peyton Siva and the Louisville Cardinals
surpassed Trey Burke and the Michigan Wolverines in
the national championship. Last year we saw some of
the best young guards in recent college basketball. With
players like Victor Oladipo of Indiana, Otto Porter of
Georgetown, and Michael Carter-Williams of Syracuse
going pro there are some huge shoes to fill.
Last year also marked the last year of the real, original
Big East Conference. It will be interesting to see how
college basketball fairs without one of its most famous
and storied conferences.
So who will replace Louisville and win the 2014
nation championship? Many basketball fans expect to
see Louisville back on top by the end of the season. With
three starters, including the front runner for national
player of the year Russ Smith, coming back it is no
surprise that Louisville is starting the season ranked #1
in the country.
Louisville’s biggest problem to overcome was the
loss of two of the most impactful players in college
basketball, the 7 foot Senegalese center, Gorgui Dieng
and All-American Peyton Siva. Louisville will have to
rely on underclassmen Chris Jones to replace Siva. A
lot of the Cardinals success will depend on a significant
contribution from key bench players such as Kevin Ware
and Anton Gill.
Other teams that will make a run in March include
Duke, Syracuse, Michigan State, and of course, Kentucky.
Kentucky has depth, athleticism, and talent that no
other team in the country has. Kentucky is returning
two starters, as well as bringing in 6 High School
All-Americans. It is no question that Kentucky will be
bringing the best freshman class in 2014 to the table.
Kentucky has problems with leadership and sees a lack of
experience.
Michigan State has a solid class as well, if they can
come together. Adrian Payne is one of the top big men
in the Big 10. Payne, along with SF Brandon Dawson, SG
Gary Harris, and Senior PG Keith Appling form one of
the most experienced and talented starting lineups in the
country. Although the team has talent, they don’t play
as well as they should together. If Michigan State wants
to be a serious contender, they need to turn the ball over
way less. Michigan State had more turnovers than assists
last season. That is not okay.
Duke is another tempting pick to win the national
championship. With that said, there is little certainty
on how Marshall Plumlee will be down low. Duke may
lack the size and depth down low to make it in March,
but if they can figure it out we can see one of the best
Duke teams in a while. With Rodney Hood, Rasheed
Sulaimon, Quinn Cook and possible freshman of the year
candidate, Jabari Parker in the starting lineup Duke has a
chance to do big things.
With all the hype surrounding other college teams
this season, some may forget about Syracuse. With star
player C.J. Fair returning for his senior season the 20132014 season could be memorable for Syracuse. What
Syracuse lacks is in its guard play. Syracuse is losing

Louisville’s Russ Smith looks to lead his team to a second consecutive national championship (MCT Campus)
unreplaceable players, Brandon Trishe and Michael
Carter-Williams to the NBA. It will be interesting to see
how they try to replace them, and how hyped freshman
stud Tyler Ennis handle the starting Point Guard job.
Who is my top sleeper pick in the top 25? There is no
question UConn is an undervalued team who can make
a run at the title. UConn is returning senior Shabazz
Napier for his senior year, along with the rest of their
starting lineup from last year. DeAndre Daniels, Tyler
Olander along with Freshman 7 footer Kentan Facey
make for a talented, yet soft group of big men. If they can
play up to potential, and toughen UConn should have a
well-rounded team as a whole. The team will have to get
over some off season distractions, including Enosch Wolf
getting slammed on sexual assault and returning back to
Germany and Tyler Olander sustaining a DUI. The team
has a lot to overcome, but history has taught us to never
count UConn out, and with several players from the 2010
National Championship team returning, UConn has a
great shot to make a run at the title.
Who is the best college basketball player in the
country? If you’re looking for the best player in the
country, look no further than Russ Smith, of Louisville.
If Smith does not win the national player of the year, he
will for sure be a front runner to be the defensive national
player of the year. Smith is one of the main components
of the Cardinals’ impenetrable defense. Smith does his
part to create offence from good defense. On top of it all
he averages 18 points per game and ekes his way into the
paint to grab more rebounds than a 6’1 guard should.
There are several freshman looking to make strong
runs to at least be freshman of the year, and possibly first
round picks in next year’s NBA draft. Andrew Harrison
of Kentucky has as much potential as anybody in the
league. He’s a 6’5 point guard with an exceptional ability

to defend the perimeter, set up plays, and defend well.
Another freshman with a great deal of hype and talent
is Duke forward Jabari Parker. Parker is an excellent
defender with a knack for getting big rebounds. Other
freshman will make significant impacts such as Tyler
Ennis of Syracuse and Andrew Wiggins of Kansas. This
college basketball season will be filled with a whole lot
of talent and I can guarantee it to be one of the most
talented years in recent college basketball.
The 2012-2013 year featured the last year of the
original Big East conference. The 2013-2014 season will
feature a conference under the name of the “Big East” but
it will not be the same. There will never be any conference
in college basketball even remotely close to the original
Big East, and it is shameful to have another conference
with the same name as the Big East. The new “Big East”
may still be one of the most talented from top to bottom
conferences in the country but it does not have nearly
the talent and personalities it used to have. As college
basketball analyst Sean McDonough put it, “the name of
the conference may live on, but the Big East Conference is
officially closed.”
The 2013-2014 College Basketball season promises
to be a great one. There is so much parity in the league
this year that just about anybody can beat anybody. Look
forward to see some of the best young talent combined
with veteran knowledge and composure the league has
had in years. Even though the face of college basketball
has shifted due to conference realignment, we can still
look forward to new conferences and new major teams.
The 2013-2014 college basketball season will be all
that it promises to be.

New England stays undefeated
By Pat Curran
Staff Writer

The Patriots are back. They
heard the words being shouted
at them. “Overrated.” “The
worst 3-0 team in the league.”
“In a rebuilding year because
their receivers couldn’t catch a
football.” The Patriots put all
three of those sayings to bed
Sunday night as they physically
dominated the Atlanta Falcons
on their own turf.
The Falcons fans’ proved to be
fair-weather once again, as half
the Georgia Dome left hoping
to beat traffic once the Patriots
went up 30-13 with 6:38 to go
in the game. Unfortunately for
them, they missed some quality
padding of the stats by the
Falcons as they rallied to make
it to 30-23. However, Matty Ice,
Roddy White, and Julio Jones
proved once again that they
can’t win when facing even the
slightest ounce of adversity.

The most encouraging thing
about the Patriots this season is
that they have gone back to their
glory days playbook of the early
2000s. They win with defensive
stands and by pounding the
rock on offense. They aren’t
completely relying on Tom
Brady to make a huge play every
down. Of course he is a huge
contributor and the clear leader,
but he is able to hand the ball off
over twenty times a game now
and let the O-Line, coached by
one of the best in the business,
Dante Scarnecchia, do their
thing.

31 carries. The ground game
was highlighted by freight train
Lagerette Blount showing off
his explosiveness with a cutback
move and outrunning the
defense for a 47 yard touchdown.
Steven Ridley also ran hard
for 53 yards on eleven carries,
and more importantly for him,
no fumbles! The running attack
really opened up the play action
pass for Brady, as he was able to
fake a handoff to one his running
backs and burn an anxious
Falcons defense. Brady’s final
stat line was 20 for 31 with 316
yards.

‘The Patriots were able to win this game because
of their continual reliance on the running game,
which picked them up 132 yards on 31 carries.’
The Patriots were able
to win this game because of
their continual reliance on
the running game, which
picked them up 132 yards on

Brady really looked to be
on the same page with his
wide receivers this game, as
Julian Edelman and Kenbrell
Thompkins both had over

one hundred yards receiving.
Thompkins made the play of the
night on a diving touchdown
grab mid-way through the fourth
quarter.
It looked as if the Patriots
would run away with the game.
However, things really started
to go awry late and it turned
into a barn burner. A Falcons’
touchdown with 4:22 cut their
deficit to ten. The Falcons elected
to onside kick, and it worked
to perfection as rookie tight
End Zach Sudfeld was not able
to corral a wobbling kick. The
Falcons marched down the field,
but were only able to salvage a
field goal out of the drive making
the score 30-23.
The Patriots recovered the
Falcons next onside kick, but
Blount was ruled short of a
first down on a brutal call that
almost cost the Pats the game on
third down, and Brady fumbled
the fourth down snap, giving
the Falcons one last hope. The

Falcons drove the ball down to
the Patriots eleven yard line, but
on fourth and two with under a
minute left, Aquib Talib made a
tremendous swat on a pass that
was intended for Falcons star
receiver, Roddy White. Talib
has rightfully become a folk hero
ever since his arrival in New
England midway through last
season, proving time and time
again to be a top corner in the
league. He drew the assignment
of guarding Julio Jones and
White all game, and he passed
the test with flying colors.
The Patriots take on the high
flying Bengals of Cincinnati
next Sunday, but they will be
without the heart and soul of
their defense, Vince Wilfork, as
he tore his Achilles and will most
likely be out for the season. Fans
can only hope that the Patriots
defense has built itself up enough
that it will not crumble with the
loss of one player.
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First quarter over: NFL awards through the
first four weeks of 2013

Bronco’s quarterback Peyton Manning is on a record-setting pace, and the
front-runner for MVP (MCT Campus)

By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor
In the NFL, it is very important for
each and every team to get out to a quick
start right in the first quarter. Getting
off to a hot start is crucial for any team to
make their mark in the regular season, but
also when it comes time to play football in
January and beyond.
Well, after the first quarter of this
season, some players and teams have
followed this game plan, while others
just seem like they have forgotten their
playbook.
If there is one sure thing about the
NFL this season, it’s that there isn’t a sure
thing. The first quarter of this campaign
has certainly been a wild one. Filled with
upset victories, injuries, and some recordsetting performances, this year has left
fans with more questions than answers.
Even though it’s a little early, after one
quarter of play, it’s time to give out the
awards thus far to players and teams.
Most Valuable Player: Peyton
Manning, Quarterback; Denver Broncos:
If someone played Madden, they could not
replicate the numbers Peyton Manning
has put up this year. To say Manning
has played perfect this year would almost
be an understatement. He has led the
Broncos to an undefeated, 4-0 record,
and has just been burning defenses thus
far in the opening weeks. After throwing

a record-tying seven touchdowns in the
opening game, Manning has followed up
that performance with nine touchdowns
in his next three games, posting an absurd
quarterback rating of 138.0 this season.
If he continues at this pace, he will throw
for over 5,000 yards and 64 touchdowns,
by far the best season by a quarterback in
NFL history. The only quarterback stat
he won’t be leading in is interceptions,
because he hasn’t thrown one yet this
season. This is why this quarterback is not
only on his way to his fifth MVP trophy,
but perhaps the best single-season by any
player ever.
Defensive Player of the Year:
Justin Houston, Linebacker; Kansas
City Chiefs: After four weeks of play,
linebacker Justin Houston has emerged as
one of the bright, up-and-coming stars in
the NFL. Entering just his third season in
the league, in just four weeks, Houston has
been terrorizing opposing quarterbacks
every single game. So far, this season, he
has recorded an astounding 7.5 sacks with
19 tackles and one forced fumble. On
an extremely underrated defense, he has
emerged as the clear leader of his team
for one of the more surprising teams in
the NFL yet. Houston is on track to crush
the single-season sack record, on pace for
32 sacks on the year. As unlikely as it is
for Houston to continue playing at this
level, his contributions on defense for the
Chiefs has been sensational, and he is

establishing himself as one of the premier
pass-rushers in the game.
Offensive Rookie of the Year: EJ
Manuel, Quarterback; Buffalo Bills:
Back in April, the Bills were the talk of
the NFL Draft, being highly criticized for
moving to the middle of the first round
to draft EJ Manuel. Projected as, at best,
a second round pick, the pressure was
put on Manuel to perform from the start.
After four weeks, Manuel has shown not
only does the pressure not bother him,
but he was the right pick for the Carolina
Panthers. Through the first quarter his
rookie season, Manuel has shown flashes
of brilliance, throwing for over 800
yards with five touchdowns to just three
interceptions.
Manuel’s “Welcome to the NFL,”
moment came in just the second week
of the season, throwing a game-winning
touchdown with less than ten seconds
left to beat the Buffalo Bills. Although
Manuel has shown some inconsistencies,
the rookie has become more of a leader
as games have gone on. If he continues
playing at this level, he will be the most
impact-making rookie player on offense
this season.
Defensive Rookie of the Year: Eric
Reid, Safety; San Francisco 49ers: Just
weeks after losing the Super Bowl, in the
offseason, San Francisco let go of one of
its leaders on defense in safety, Dashon
Goldson. When the team drafted safety
Eric Reid in the first round, it was safe to
say he had some shoes to fill. Four weeks
into the season, the rookie has shown he is
up to this challenge. Reid has made some
highlight-reel plays in the secondary,
totaling 16 tackles with three interceptions
here early in the season.
What makes Reid so different and
deserving of the award isn’t really the
numbers, but his impact on the defense.
As a rookie, he is a ball-hawking safety
and makes this secondary one of the best
in the entire NFL. The 49ers give up the
fourth-fewest passing yards to opposing
offenses, and Reid is a big reason for it.
Comeback Player of the Year: Alex
Smith, Quarterback; Kansas City Chiefs:
It’s safe to say Alex Smith hit rock bottom
last year for the 49ers. After having one
of the best games of his career, Smith
was benched for the rest of the season for
Colin Kaepernick. In the offseason, he

was traded to Kansas City for a secondround pick. This year, Smith has made
the most of his second opportunity.
Smith has been one of the most efficient
and productive quarterbacks of this
season. He has completed over 60
percent of his passes and has thrown
seven touchdowns. He has also been the
ultimate game-manager, only committing
three turnovers. He has led the Chiefs to
not only a 4-0 record, but one of the most
efficient offenses in the NFL.
Most Surprising Team: Kansas
City Chiefs: Last season, no one talked
about the Kansas City Chiefs. Now, this
season, they are what everyone is talking
about. Under new coach Andy Reid, the
Chiefs are undefeated, and are the first
team since the 1982 Lions to start 4-0
after winning two or fewer games the
previous season. With conservative, timemanaging offense, and a surprise, seventhranked defense, the Chiefs have gone from
the worst in the AFC West to being tied
for first with the Broncos. It has simply
been a remarkable turnaround for these
Chiefs.
Most Disappointing Team: New
York Giants: A team knows it’s bad when
they are the worst team in New York
and they’re not the Jets. The Giants, two
years removed from winning the Super
Bowl, have been the biggest disappoint
this season. After four games, they find
themselves winless and at the bottom
of the NFC East. Turnovers and a lack
of a running game are the main causes
of this rough start. The team is ranked
third-worst in the league running the
football, averaging just about 58 yards
per game. Quarterback Eli Manning
has been careless with the football this
year, throwing nine interceptions in four
games. If the Giants can’t figure their
offense out soon, they won’t be winning
games anytime soon.
Although it is early in the season,
it’s never too early to make projections
about the rest of this year. These teams
have certainly established themselves
as the best (or worst) in these respective
categories so far. If this year has told us
anything yet, it’s that there is still much
more NFL action left and more games to
be played.

Closing time - Rivera makes his final appearance
with Yankees, ends illustrious career
By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor

Whenever other teams heard “Enter Sandman” blast
through the speakers at Yankee Stadium, they knew the
game was over. They knew when Yankee closer Mariano
Rivera entered the game, the game was over. Time after
time, teams would dread facing Rivera, as his appearance
in a game almost guaranteed a Yankee win every time.
Only one thought would enter the minds of opposing
teams when he stepped on the hill: when is he going to
retire so we don’t have to face him anymore?
Well, that day has finally come.
In what was a disappointing season for the Yankees,
one bright, bitter-sweet part of their season revolved
around arguably one of their best pitchers of all time.
After a decorated 18 year career, Mariano Rivera made
his last appearance not just as a New York Yankee, but
as a baseball player, this past Sunday in Houston. Rivera
ends his historic, Hall of Fame career as arguably the
best closer to ever play the game. He leaves the game as
the all-time leader in saves with an astounding 652, and
a career ERA of 2.11.
He was also a thirteen time all-star for the Yankees,
and was one of the main reasons for the Yankees’ five
World Series titles they won during Rivera’s tenure.
Although one of those titles didn’t come in his final
season, he did certainly go out on a high note in his final
year. He was third in the AL with 44 saves while striking
out 55 batters. He also recorded a 2.11 ERA, as he proved

he was still the dominant closer he has always been.
Despite how great of a career he has had, it was still
an emotional scene in Houston, when Rivera made his
final trip off the mound. With two outs in the ninth
inning in a tie ball game, shortstop Derek Jeter and
pitcher Andy Pettite, long-time teammates of Rivera,
came out to take the ball from him, ending his 18 year
reign as the best closer in baseball.
Immediately, Rivera’s emotions got the best of him,
as he hugged both his teammates and his coaches on the
mound. Afterwards, he headed toward the dugout for
the final time to say goodbye to his other teammates.
When this was over, Rivera stood in front of the Houston
crowd and received a standing ovation, despite not being
in his home stadium.

‘At the end of his career, Rivera should
not only be regarded as one of the best
Yankees, but also one of the best players
in history.’
The final farewell lasted around eight minutes, as all
of baseball honored one of the best and most respected
players of all time. Getting an ovation from the
opposing crowd shows how much of a class-act Rivera
really is and how he has been respected by the league
since he first took the mound.
Other teams continued to show this respect to

Rivera. Leading up to his final appearance, almost every
team in the league showed their respect to Rivera by
giving him retirement gifts to show their appreciation for
everything he has done in the league. The gifts included
a rocking chair made of baseball bats from his own team,
a signed guitar by Willie Mays from the Giants, and the
number 42 from the scoreboard in Fenway Park from
the rival Boston Red Sox. This shows how Rivera was
not only a dominant pitcher, but about how his play and
actions were respected by the entire league.
So, with all this being said, where does Rivera fit
among the all-time ranks? Taking everything into
consideration, he has to be one of the best players of
all time. In addition to all of his accolades and his
contributions on the field, as arguably the best closer of
all-time, he has been respected as a humble, class act as
a player and a teammate. Even disregarding all of his
numbers, his success as a Yankee is extraordinary. At
the end of his career, Rivera should not only be regarded
as one of the best Yankees, but also one of the best
players in history.
So, all fans and the entire league have celebrated
Rivera’s final appearance with the Yankees. Without
him, the Yankees would not be known as the successful
franchise they have become since Rivera took the mound
19 seasons ago. Mariano Rivera is a player who won’t be
forgotten not just by the Yankees, but the entire league.

What is your
favorite part
about Fall?
“Anything Pumpkin”
Amy Terracciano ‘15
“apples”
Dan
DeSimone ‘16

“Being Outside”
Jenna Visgatis ‘16

“Fall Baking”
June Candland
‘16

“Pumpkin Spice
Latte”
Elizabeth Field
‘16
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New regulations for the disabled in Disney
By Alyssa Silva
Contributing Writer
(Originally from The Huffington Post) On Monday, Disney
announced that they would be
changing their theme park policy
for guests who have disabilities.
The reason for this sudden change
came from recent events that occurred last spring from families
who thought of quite the clever
way to cheat the system. Prior to
a Disney vacation, families would
hire disabled “tour guides” to
accompany them on their trip,
which would allow their kids to
cut the lines to all of the rides. In
other words, people who are fully
capable of standing in line waiting to get on a ride were taking
complete advantage of Disney’s
guest assistance policy.
If there’s one thing that people
know for sure about me, it’s that’s
I’m a HUGE Disney fan. I’ve
visited Walt Disney World twelve
times (maybe even more, I’ve lost
track), with each visit being better
than the last. I mean, where else
can you travel to 11 countries in
one day and meet your favorite
Disney princess? But, before you
begin to judge me based on the
number of times I’ve visited the
mouse, allow me to explain my-

self. Being in a wheelchair, traveling hasn’t always been smooth
sailing. I’ve been stranded in
Chicago at 1am without a handicap taxi in sight, my wheelchair
battery blew a fuse in Portugal
leaving me without a way to get

you’re in a wheelchair or have
special medical needs), and the
cast member (a fancy term for
a Disney worker) hands you a
pass that allows up to 6 people
to enter the ride from a different entrance. However, with the

‘Because of certain people abusing what Disney
was so accommodating of, people like us now
have to suffer.’
around “independently” for 5
of the 12 days I was there, and
I can’t tell you how many times
some contraption on my chair has
broken while I’m away.
However, in Disney, I’ve
always felt a sense of comfort
knowing how accessible the
grounds actually are. As soon
as I’m off the jet there’s a handicapped accessible bus, the Magical Express to be exact, waiting to
take its passengers to their handicapped-friendly Disney resorts.
And, at these resorts are fullyaccessible buses transporting you
to the park of your choice.
Once you enter the park on
your first day, receiving a special
pass is entirely stress-free. You
head over to guest assistance,
explain your situation (ie.,

new rules that will take place on
October 9th, disabled guests will
basically receive what’s known as
a “fast pass,” where they will have
to return to a ride at a designated
time as indicated on their pass.
While I feel as though Disney
should definitely take action to
prevent those abusing the system,
I believe this new plan of action
isn’t exactly realistic when considering the different needs of the
guests that enter these parks on a
daily basis.
Don’t get me wrong, I’ve
witnessed plenty of people who
are clearly in no need of a guest
assistance pass, and it irritates me
to no end. During my most recent
visit, I can remember waiting in
line inside of Spaceship Earth
with twenty wheelchairs and/or

scooters ahead of me. I watched
as each person parked their chairs
up against the wall, got up on
their own, and casually walked
onto to the ride without a problem. When it was my turn, I had
my brother rushing to pick me
up out of my chair and carry me
onto the ride, my mother spotting
him in case he fell, and my dad
pushing my wheelchair off to the
side. At that point, I wasn’t really
sure how I could make my disability more obvious.
Having that guest assistance
pass wasn’t just meant for cutting
the lines. In a situation like mine,
I tire out easily. I don’t have the
stamina of an average person
and usually last about 2-3 hours
in the park, especially in the
Florida heat. I wear a plastic body
brace that not only causes me to
overheat rather quickly, but also
causes me to have severe back and
neck pains as the day progresses.
And, unlike your typical parkgoer, I don’t have the energy to
continually hop from ride to ride
or park to park at a normal pace.
That guest assistance pass,
however, helped me to get on as
many rides as possible without
waiting in line, and ultimately
saved my energy to see other
things. But at the same time, even
with that guest assistance pass, I

only average about 4-5 rides per
day due to my health limitations.
Thousands of people enter
Disney each day, and I’m sure
many of these people are in similar situations like mine. When
thinking about these types of
guests and the new Disney policy,
it’s hard to see where the fairness
lies. Because of certain people
abusing what Disney was so accommodating of, people like us
now have to suffer.
Yes, this new policy will definitely push away the guests who
were just looking for a quick and
easy way to ride Splash Mountain
twice, but it will also push away
the people who need this accommodation the most. With its
large fan base, Disney has been
a reputable empire for years, and
one can only hope they will reconsider the changes on this new
disability policy.

Simon Says: the trouble with smart girls
By Toby Simon
Director of the Hochberg Women’s Center
In a recent Psychology Today post, Heidi Grant
Halvorson writes that smart and talented women rarely
realize that one of the toughest hurdles they’ll have to
overcome to be successful lies within. She posits that
women tend to judge our own abilities not only more
harshly, but differently, than men judge their competencies. No kidding!
In her article she suggests we go back to fifth grade to
truly understand this phenomenon. And apparently there
are things we can do to rectify our current underestimated, underutilized, and even underpaid selves.
The psychologist Carol Dweck conducted a series of
studies in the 1980s, looking at how bright girls and boys
in the fifth grade handled new, difficult and confusing
material.
She found that bright girls, when given something to
learn that was particularly new or complex, were quick to
give up--and the higher the girls’ IQ, the more likely they
were to say “I can’t do this”. It turns out that the straight-A
girls showed the most helpless responses. But bright boys
saw the difficult material as a challenge, and became energized by it. The challenge made them try harder, rather
than give up.
As Halvorson writes: “What makes smart girls more
vulnerable, and less confident, when they should be the
most confident kids in the room? At the 5th grade level,
girls routinely outperform boys in every subject, including
math and science. So there were no differences between
these boys and girls in ability, nor in past history of success. The only difference was how bright boys and girls
interpreted difficulty--what it meant to them when material seemed hard to learn. Bright girls were much quicker
to doubt their ability, to lose confidence, and to become
less effective learners as a result.”
This makes a ton of sense. Other studies have shown
that boys learn how to negotiate at a young age and as
a result become better at it than females when they are
adults. For example, when young boys are playing pick-up
baseball in someone’s back yard, they will argue and argue
over whether the runner was safe or out, whether the ball

was fair or foul. They argue and negotiate until there’s
a resolution. And so the game goes on. Studies show
that when girls play together and have a disagreement or
argument, they don’t stick around to work it out. They go
home since they perceive arguing to be risky in that someone’s feelings will get hurt. This early behavior may be
responsible for the difficulty that young women face when
learning to negotiate any number of important issues.
Whether it’s negotiating or working on challenging
problems, researchers have uncovered the reason for this
difference: more often than not, bright girls believe that
their abilities are innate and unchangeable, while bright
boys believe that they can develop ability through effort
and practice.
Like many things, we can look at gender and the feedback children get from their parents and teachers when
they are young. Girls, who develop self-control earlier
than boys, are often praised for being “good”. At school,
girls are told that they are “so smart,” “so clever, “ or “ such
a good student” giving the implication that smartness,
cleverness, and goodness are qualities you either have or
you don’t.
Boys receive very different feedback. We know that
getting young boys to sit still and pay attention is a challenge for parents and teachers. Because of this, boys
receive more feedback that emphasizes effort (e.g., “If
you would just pay attention you could learn this,” “If
you would just try a little harder you could get it right.”)
Halvorson claims that girls and boys approach learning
something new that is difficult in distinctly different ways:
girls take it as sign that they aren’t “good” and “smart”, and
boys take it as a sign to pay attention and try harder.
These early experiences stay with us. If bright girls are
likely to see their abilities as innate and unchangeable,
they will grow up to be women who are far too hard on
themselves--women who will prematurely conclude that
they don’t have what it takes to succeed in a particular
arena, and give up way too soon. And they’ll be less likely
to see themselves as leaders.
Sheryl Sandberg and others have pointed out that
successful women know that in any male-dominated profession, they often find themselves at a distinct disadvantage. Sandberg claims that in order for change to happen
women need to break down the barriers by striving for

and achieving leadership roles and that by having more
female voices in positions of power, there will be more
equitable opportunities created for both women and men.
And as it turns out, many traits are malleable: intelligence, creativity, self-control, charm, athleticism. When
it comes to mastering any skill, your experience, effort,
and persistence matter a lot. So for all you smart girls out
there, now’s the time to embrace this reality: you can always improve and reclaim the confidence to confront any
challenge you avoided long ago!

Women like Oprah take advantage of being smart.
Her power is used to better the lives of others. (MCT
Campus)
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The Disney channel has gone wild
By Grace Morgan
Contributing Writer

From The Mickey Mouse Club
to Lizzie McGuire to Hannah
Montana, generations of children
have been enjoying the TV shows
produced by The Disney Channel. While such programs have
brought joy and enthusiasm to
many children, the young actors of these shows do not always
benefit from their early acting
experiences. While Disney has
had a hand in jump starting many
careers, there is a large number of
Disney stars who went absolutely
wild when they grew up. DUIs, arrests, drug addictions, and eating
disorders have plagued some of
America’s favorite sweethearts.
Some of the most infamous
Disney stars gone wild are Britney
Spears (The Mickey Mouse Club),
Lindsay Lohan (The Parent Trap)
and, most recently, Miley Cyrus
(Hannah Montana).
Spears was one of the first
modern stars to begin their career
on The Disney Channel, starring
on The Mickey Mouse Club in the
early 1990s at the age of eleven. By
2001, her first single “Baby One
More Time” was at the top of the
charts. Spears became a princess
of pop, releasing one hit song after
another and reaping the benefits of
stardom.
However, her winning streak
could only last so long. By 2007
Spears had divorced her husband,
lost custody of her children,
been in and out of multiple drug
rehabilitation facilities, and shaved
her head using electric clippers in
a hair salon in LA. So where did it
all go wrong? When did this sweet
and innocent child star turn into
a girl gone wild? This is a question
that arises when we look at many

seeing enormous success with the
film, Lohan later starred in other
Disney movies such as Life-Size,
Get a Clue, and Freaky Friday. She
eventually branched out from Disney, starring in her most successful film, Mean Girls in 2004.
By 2006, Lohan was attending
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings
and had checked herself into her
first rehabilitation center. She was
arrested for the first time in 2007
after being found driving under
the influence and possession of
cocaine, and has been dragged
into court over twenty times since
then. Her criminal record includes
DUIs, possession of drugs, stealing
a $2,500 necklace from a jeweler, skipping bail, and allegedly
assaulting a woman outside of a
club. With a number of rehab stays
under her belt, Lohan now claims
to be on the straight and narrow,
trying to fix her life.
Currently on a similar downward spiral is twenty year old
Miley Cyrus. Cyrus got her big
break on the Disney show Hannah Montana at the age of twelve.
The TV show was an enormous
success, running from 2006-2010
and earning Cyrus both fame and
fortune. Cyrus’ early career looked
promising with successful albums
such as Breakout and Can’t Be
Tamed and the lead role in the
movie The Last Song.
Cyrus originally had a squeaky
clean reputation, known for her
good-girl attitude and Christian
faith. Her first bit of controversy
was in 2010, when a video leaked
of her smoking a bong of salvia.
Last year, Cyrus caused an uproar
amongst her fans by chopping off
her long brown hair in favor of a
spiky blonde pixy cut. Cyrus has
been creating a new, scandalous
image for herself with music from
her upcoming album, Bangerz.

as her performance on MTV’s
2013 Video Music Awards this August. Cyrus’ half naked “twerking”
on the VMA stage has been the
talk of the nation ever since. Most
recently, the video for Bangerz
second single, “Wrecking Ball” was
released in September and displays
a naked Cyrus sitting on top of a
demolition ball. Though Cyrus has
so far avoided any trouble with the
law, many believe that this insane
behavior is only the beginning.
Though these are some of the
most infamous examples of Disney gone bad, there are countless
young stars who have encountered
difficulties in their adult lives.
Christina Aguilera (The Mickey
Mouse Club) has been under
scrutiny for drinking problems
and severe weight loss - weight
gain. Demi Lovato (Camp Rock)
checked herself into rehab in 2010
for a severe eating disorder and
self-harm issues. High School
Musical stars Zac Efron and
Vanessa Hudgens have both found
trouble in recent years; Efron has
a cocaine addiction and has been
to rehab twice in the past year, and
Hudgens’s image suffered when
nude photos of her were leaked
onto the internet. Shia LaBeouf
(Even Stevens) and Mitchel Musso
(Hannah Montana) have both
Miley used to be the innocent Hannah Montana, but she has
been arrested for DUI; Hilary
Duff (Lizzie McGuire) and Raven ‘grown up’ a little too fast for the public’s eye. (MCT)
Symone (That’s So Raven) both
their lives other than stay in show
a nationwide tour. She has also
underwent dangerous weight loss
business, even if this is the worst
acted in non-Disney movies such
after their figures were criticized
thing for them. Wilson summaas Spring Breakers and Getaway.
by the media.
rizes the struggle by saying that
So far, there have been no arrests,
With all of these stars gone
“It’s a constant damned-if-you-do, drug use, or alcoholism claims
wrong, the real question that must damned-if-you-don’t situation: if
made against Gomez. Hopefully
be asked is “why?” Why have so
former child actors bring up their
she will defy the odds and avoid
many beloved child stars become
past, they’re washed-up opportun- the descent into madness many
involved with drugs, alcohol, and
ists shilling for attention. If they
before her have traveled.
eating disorders? Child star, Mara never do, they’re clearly in denial.
One of the most successful
Wilson (star of the 1996 film
If they say it was fantastic, they’re
Disney stars of all time is Justin
Matilda) has written a lot on the
full of shit. If they acknowledge
Timberlake. Like Spears, Timbertopic. She believes that the parents that it wasn’t always fantastic,
lake was on The Mickey Mouse
of many child actors cannot or
they’re bitter.” It seems that child
Club as a child. Unlike Spears,
will not help them. The parents
stars simply cannot win. After get- Timberlake was able to avoid a
themselves find it too hard to
ting locked into show business, it
tragic downfall. He gained fame
adjust to the Hollywood life, or do becomes almost impossible to get
from the boy band ‘N Sync, and
not see the warning signs until it is out unscathed.
later became well known as a solo
too late. Parents of child stars are
One example of child stars
artist with singles such as “Sexy
often unable to find the right way
to support and keep their children
grounded.
Wilson also stated that child
stars quickly become spoiled once
they become accustomed to getting whatever they want, whenever
they want it. Wilson wrote, “It’s
called the hedonic treadmill…
who did leave show business after
Back” and “What Goes Around…
means that even people who have
Disney Channel was Dylan and
Comes Around.”
the best of everything quickly beCole Sprouse (Suite Life of Zack
Timberlake has also dominated
come used to it. The thrill of new
and Cody). When Disney denied
the silver screen in movies such as
things and new experiences always the Sprouse twins their request
The Social Network and Friends
wears off.”
to convert from acting to writing,
with Benefits. His third and most
She also writes that children
they decided to attend college and recent solo album, The 20/20
become accustomed to the attenlive their lives as normal teenagers. Experience was released in Janution they receive when they are
In fact, most Disney child stars ary of 2013 and was an immediate
young and adorable, and then
who stayed out of trouble have
success. He is currently on tour
are unable to handle the loss of
also stayed out of the limelight.
with Jay-Z, and recently received
fame when they go through the
There is a very small list of Disney the Video Vanguard Award from
awkward phase of puberty. Child
stars who retained their fame
MTV. The award acknowledged
actors who do not go through
without going insane. This list
the influence Timberlake has
said awkward phase become teen
includes Joseph Gordon-Levitt
had on the music industry. With
idols, and often sex symbols. This
(Angels in the Outfield) and the
his extreme success, it is safe to
leaves them feeling vulnerable and Jonas Brothers, who are still mak- assume that most current Disney
exploited. Some stars even admit
ing music and have no scandal
stars wish to have a career like
to having been sexually assaulted
attached to their name.
Timberlake’s.
while acting as children.
Another Disney star who has
Looking at the tragic history of
Wilson wrote that it is natumaintained a positive reputation
Disney stars, it seems surprising
ral for teenagers to rebel at some
and continues improving her
that there are still parents who alpoint, though child stars are
career is Selena Gomez. Golow their children to work for The
unable to do this because they are mez, age 21, starred on Disney’s
Disney Channel. Unfortunately,
constantly in the public eye. There Wizards of Waverly Place from
this trend is not limited to Disney.
is an insane level of stress put on
2007-2012. Gomez’s first album
Child stars from Nickelodeon and
them to be perfect, so when they
Kiss and Tell was recorded with
other television and movie neteventually do break out of their
her band “Selena Gomez and the
works have also fallen from grace.
shell they do it in a big way.
Scene.” Gomez’s first solo album,
It seems that this is simply the
Finally, child stars cannot
Stars Dance, was released this
nature of the beast. The culture of
escape what is happening. They
July with positive feedback from
Hollywood and pressure of fame is
often have little education and no
the critics. Her song “Come and
simply not an adequate way for a
experience with other jobs. They
Get It” topped the charts, and
child to grow up.
do not know what else to do with
she is currently in the middle of

‘Parents of child stars are often unable to
find the right way to support and keep their
children grounded.’

Not all stars went to shammbles. Justin Timberlake has
become a successful artist, even though he began with other
downfalling stars like Britney Spears. (MCT)
of Spears’s fellow Disney stars.
After her spiral out of control
Spears was able to get back into
the studio, creating more hits and
regaining the dignity of her career.
Trying, and not succeeding, to salvage her name in a similar way as
former Disney star Lindsay Lohan.
Lohan jumpstarted her career
at the age of twelve with Disney’s
movie The Parent Trap. After

The first single, “We Can’t
Stop” contains lyrics such as
“We like to party/ dancing with
Molly” in reference to the drug.
The lyric “Everyone in line in the
bathroom/ trying to get a line in
the bathroom” is assumed to be
referring to taking lines of cocaine.
The music video for the song has
received severe scrutiny, though it
was nowhere near as controversial
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Soft targets these days
Kenya was attacked and America begins to question what could happen
here in the United States
By Tyler Donovan
Contributing Writer
Thousands of small terrorist cells around the world are
consistently looking for their
moment to break into the world’s
attention. For Al-Shabaab, September 21, 2013 was their day. On
this day, two squads of masked
gunmen stormed the Westgate
shopping plaza and began firing
their weapons. A multiple day
siege ensued and ultimately over
60 people lay massacred.
The Westgate shopping mall
in Kenya, to an American, would
be a typical mall that we visit
often. Every few towns or so has
one of these, and they represent
all different social classes. However, for the country of Kenya this
mall served as a statue for their
growing country, and a staple
for the upper class. This mall,
located in Nairobi, is frequently
visited by Americans, politicians,
and other wealthy members of
the Kenyan society. Attacking
this target was a huge blow to the
government, their security, and
the development of the country. For years Kenya has fought
drastically to contain the terrorist

threat brought on by instability in
neighboring Somalia, and Kenya
had been making tremendous
progress in this battle.
Now as Kenya takes a step
back, and Al-Shabaab is brought
to the world’s attention, many
questions have arisen throughout our own country. Could this
happen here? Are our malls not
safe anymore? Our generation is
living in the shadows of September 11, and because of that
our air travel and many other
luxuries are now ridden with fear
and security measures. Over the
past few years we have seen mass
shootings occur in our schools,
at political rallies, and even on
our countries’ military bases. Yet,
even with these horrible tragedies
our country cannot live in fear.
We cannot be scared when we
visit our favorite mall, or when
we drop our kids off at school.
Terrorist groups use soft
targets to make a name for themselves and to strike fear in the
citizens of the country, however
it is our duty to not let them accomplish their goals. The people
of Kenya need to stand up and
return back to shopping at their
malls without fear, and the people

of the United States need to continue to live their lives without
fear. Once we appear scared or act
scared, these terrorists consider
that a victory and it is our duty
to control the aspects of these
terrorist attacks that we have
control over, and that is uniting
and staying strong in response to
this terror.
Yes, unfortunately, this massacre could happen in the United
States, malls are relatively low secured locations with large masses
of people, hence why they are
called “soft targets.” An attack at a
mall also does tremendous damage to the psyche of a country;
defenseless civilians of all ages are
massacred. A proper example of
dealing with this threat is shown
at the Mall of America which is
our country’s largest mall. Twice a
month the mall conducts a lockdown drill, and each store locks
their fronts and practice sheltering in the back rooms. This is a
preventive matter that is a very
good system to have; however it
is also very productive because it
is subtle enough not to ruin business and scare citizens. Anything
more than this lock down drill
could easily intimidate customers
and shatter business throughout
the mall.
Anywhere you go, or anything you do is dangerous these
days, and that is just the world
we are living in. It is our duty
and responsibility to not let this
lingering fear affect us, we must
stay strong and live our daily lives
regularly.
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Bryant Said What?!
Compiled by Bryant Students
“That’s like naming my child napkin dispenser.”
“I dropped my thun thun thun in the woods, let me
know if you find it.”
“Chicken Patty Tuesday provides stability in my life.”
“I can’t come over, I’m wearing footy pajamas.”
“There is something cathartic about blowing this
thing.”

Email Archway@bryant.edu
with your hilarious quotes

Profit and Loss
The Fisher Student Center is officially
open!
Salmo can be a second option now.
Welcome back South!

Watch out for the skunks. They’re back!

The pond seems to be a little greener than
usual. Stay away.

Meet The
Archway Staff:
The GOP’s shutdown sham Lauren Kordalski
MCT Campus
House Republicans’ irresponsible
brinkmanship may finally lead to the government
shutdown that some of its members have been
coveting since they took control of that chamber
in 2011. This time, though, the fight hasn’t been a
battle over spending on federal agencies. It’s been a
symbolic one over the 2010 Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act, a.k.a. Obamacare. And it’s
been a sham.
The inconvenient truth for the GOP is that
“defunding Obamacare,” as the House tried to do,
wouldn’t stop most of the major provisions of the
healthcare law, some of which have already gone
into effect. That’s because the new insurance rules,
premium subsidies and many other features of the
law don’t rely on discretionary dollars; they’re on
fiscal autopilot.
The Senate rejected the defunding proposal, yet
House Republicans keep sending over versions of
the stopgap spending bill that try to undermine
healthcare reform. Their supporters say they’re
just trying to negotiate improvements in the law,
but that’s disingenuous. The House GOP proposals
would raise the deficit and potentially send
premiums skyrocketing for individual policies,
hurting the constituents most in need of that
coverage.
Not surprisingly, Republicans have sought to
blame the impending shutdown on Democrats,
who have resisted the GOP’s healthcare demands.
But Senate Democrats have already conceded to
the House on the funding bill’s key fiscal dispute,
namely, how much federal agencies can spend
in the coming weeks. That concession would
cut billions of dollars from the projected deficit.
The hard-liners in the House GOP simply refuse

to declare victory and move on; instead they’re
determined to keep fighting over Obamacare,
without regard for the consequences.
The shutdown that loomed Tuesday, although
partial, would still leave Americans without
numerous protections and benefits that they rely
on, including admissions into clinical trials, the
processing of visa applications and the approval
of new mortgage and small-business loan
guarantees. While the Pentagon’s payroll wouldn’t
be disrupted, other “essential” safety and health
employees would stay on the job without paychecks
until the impasse was resolved.
Unlike the GOP’s previous flirtations with
a government shutdown, this fight isn’t being
waged in the name of lower deficits and debt. It’s
just a desperate attempt to score political points
against the Affordable Care Act before it goes

‘Unlike the GOP’s previous
flirtations with a government
shutdown, this fight isn’t being
waged in the name of lower deficits
and debt.’
fully into effect and the benefits become clearer.
As House Appropriations Committee Chairman
Harold Rogers, R-Ky., said over the weekend, “It’s
unfortunate that yet again we are in this situation
facing another shutdown showdown with no
solution to our many fiscal problems in sight.” He
can thank his colleagues in the House GOP for
that.

Name: Lauren Kordalski
Position: Variety Editor
Class: 2015
Hometown: Neshanic Station, NJ
Major: Communication
Fun Facts:
• Secretary of Bryant Outdoor
Adventure Club
• Been to 10 countries
• Ambassador at Bryant
• Has hamster named Sugar Bear
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How to balance class, papers, meetings,
and Rentes all at the same time
By Jessica Kline
Her Campus Bryant
Editor-In-Chief
Welcoming senior year with
open arms means a few different
things. For starters, it means
those emails we’ve been getting
from The Amica Center for the
past three years should probably
start to be taken seriously. It also
means that for every Wednesday
Night Rentes that is not taken
advantage of, there is one less
Wednesday to enjoy. It’s cliché
but it’s a bit acceptable to say,
“there are only about 25 WNRs
left”…anyone else tearing up?
Along with emails about job
applications and a handful of
WNRs left to get you fat off of
popcorn, there are still classes,
exams, papers, group projects,
E-Board meetings, and campus
events to attend. How are you
supposed to balance it all?
Continue welcoming senior year
with open arms because we have
a few tips to help you balance
class, papers, meetings, and
Rentes all at the same time.
1. Create a money jar
If you are able to confidently
ask yourself, “I have so much
money, I wonder what I should
do with it?” then you can
probably skip this tip. For the

rest of us, listen up. Create a
money jar. Whether you want
to prop it on your desk or keep
it hidden in your sock drawer
is up to you, but creating one
will definitely help out the bar
tab situation each week. Throw
in loose change you find or
those dollar bills you get back
as change at a store. Before
you know it, it will add up and
possibly buy you a Bud Light
Tower at Rentes.
2. Hang up a calendar.
Even if you are not a “list”
type of person, find it in yourself
to hang up some sort of calendar
above your desk. Write down
your classes, weekly meetings,
your workout times, and even
your designated “going out”
nights of the week. Doing this
will help you delegate your time
wisely-forcing yourself to make
time for everything you find
important for senior year.
3. Early-morning study dates.
This is probably the most
difficult tip, or goal, to commit
yourself to but trust us, it will
be so helpful! Force yourself to
set an alarm on the weekendssay for 10am. Get up, jump in
the shower, make breakfast,
and do work for a few hours.
Waking up without a headache
for a day of work can be really

difficult so another tip of ours is
to completely enjoy your night
but drink two bottles of water
prior to going to bed. We put
our water bottles on our pillows
so it forces us to remember to
drink water. Waking up will be
so much easier, trust us. And,
by the time 2pm rolls around
and your friends want to go to
Panera or watch a movie, your
homework will be done!
4. Start making mid-term study
guides...now!
Mid-terms are going to be
here in just a few weeks. If you
begin to look at your syllabi,
and see how many chapters
are on each of your exams, you
will probably vomit. So after
you throw up and hit your head
against the wall, make it a goal
to make a study guide for two
chapters per week up until the
exam. This way when mid-terms
creep up, you are already ahead
of the game, and there will be no
shame in going out that week.
5. Don’t forget all your hard
work the past three years.
It is kind of sickening to hear
how many seniors have already
fallen into a senior slump. We
all know it is going to happen,
but we truly think it should wait
until after spring break. We
know that sounds pretty lame

but think of all you have worked
for during college. Are you really
about to throw away three years
of perseverance? Work for your
degree obtaining, May 2014 will
be so much sweeter knowing you
still managed to make Dean’s List
all four years.
6. Make Saturday Job Hunt Day
and Sunday Homework Day.
This may be our favorite
tip! Dedicate your Saturdays
to applying to two jobs! Some
applications take five minutes
so this should not be a difficult
goal! Ensure you continually
check on BCC each week for new
job postings and approaching
deadlines. It won’t hurt to
throw up a few post-it notes on
your desktop to remind you
of important deadlines and
upcoming postings.
Then, enjoy your Saturday
night knowing you are two steps
closer than you were earlier that
morning to obtaining a job when
you graduate! Wake up Sunday
morning and bang out all your
homework confidently…don’t
forget to enjoy some football
though!
7. Enjoy your senior year.
This cannot be said enough.
You are never going to get this
year back…and you are going
to want it back. This is your

last year with “your girls.”
Enjoy every girls night out at
Asia Grille with one too many
scorpion bowls and not enough
terrible singing to “You Drive
Me Crazy” by our main betch
Britney. Tear up the Volleyball
court when it’s warm out and
take advantage of any snow days
that land on campus. Stay up
and watch Hocus Pocus this
Halloween season and hang up
enough lights for Christmas
to cause a campus-wide power
outage.
Drink wine, cheap vodka,
and discounted beer whenever
you can. Enjoy your Monday
night class, ripping up Rentes
every Tuesday and Wednesday,
differentiating between Karaoke
Thursdays at Asia Grille and
dancing at Effins, and lastly,
the “what happened…?” kind
of weekends every week of your
senior year.
Enjoy your senior year while
still acing your classes, taking
charge at your meetings, and
completing each paper…beer
included.
You can view this article and
more at:
http://www.hercampus.com/
school/bryant/

A crude delight: This is the End pleases
By AJ Beltis
Staff Writer

In a time when comedy is usually defined by how
idiotically Will Ferrell reacts to everyday situations, it’s
nice to know that there are still screwball antic movies
that can be coarse, funny, and original. Stars you know
well (Seth Rogen, James Franco, Jonah Hill, Craig
Robinson, Emma Watson, etc.) and some not so well
(Danny McBride, Jay Baruchel) all play fictionalized
versions of themselves in this apocalyptic comedy, This
is the End. Jay comes to LA to visit his good friend Seth,
and to Jay’s disappointment, the two end up at a party at
James Franco’s house. At the party, celebrities appear left
and right; Michael Cera makes a poorly recieved attempt
to hit on Rihanna, Craig Robinson and Emma Watson

‘Combining comedy with a truly
interesting storyline and a host of
recognizable faces, This is the End,
stands out in a sea of stupid-humor
comedies.’
discuss their mutual love of Forrest Gump, the trio from
Superbad relive their glory days, oh, and the world ends.
A handful of the stars, including Craig, Seth, James,
Jonah, Jay and Danny, survive the initial shockwave,
but are discouraged when they find out why they’re
still on earth. After determining that this is the Biblical
Apocalypse, they conclude they were not among those
worthy enough to ascend into heaven. Instead, they
must struggle to stay alive on the now treacherous, helllike Earth, where cannibals and demonic monsters are
waiting just outside of Franco’s to take the actors’ lives as
part of the rapture.
Now, with a cast like this, it’s clear that the bulk of
the comedy is similar to such films as Knocked Up, Hot
Tub Time Machine, and Superbad. All of these films,

including This is The End, create most
of their comedy through a group of
pretty famous actors both talking
about, and doing inappropriate things.
But in this movie, there’s a little more of
a story line to the comedy on top of the
usual gags, making This is The End a bit
more noteworthy. Combining comedy
with a truly interesting storyline and
a host of recognizable faces, This is
the End, stands out in a sea of stupidhumor comedies.
As a movie fan, I really appreciated
the connections to other cinematic
works. I saw this as a movie made by
movie lovers, for movie lovers. There
were obvious bows to The Exorcist
and Evil Dead towards the end. But
hearing things like Jonah Hill saying
“God? It’s me, Jonah. From Moneyball,”
listening to the Forrest Gump debate,
and seeing a homemade sequel to
Actors Seth Rogan and Jonah Hill at the 80th Acadamey Awards (MCT
Pineapple Express made for plenty of
Campus)
Hollywood nostalgia ranging from
the most recent to distant years of
film. Personally, one of my favorite parts of the movie
and portrayals were great, but I couldn’t help but ask
was seeing Michael Cera, Jonah Hill, and Christopher
myself many times during the movie, “Who are these
Mintz-Plasse all talking by the pool, completely contrary guys?”
to the way they acted in Superbad. Seeing Cera as the
Overall, I thought the beginning was okay, the middle
reckless alcoholic and Hill and Mintz-Plasse as the wellwas great, and the latter part was fantastic. Towards
mannered gentlemen was quite funny to those who could the end, I came to realize how much genius the script
compare this behavior to their swaped roles in Superbad. had and that the movie is both a delight and a crudely
Sometimes, the little things are the most memorable.
humorous romp for those who are able to appreciate and
There’s plenty to pick at with this movie. The party
enjoy film at the same time.
scene was often a jumble of names and faces, and
only some of the few jokes and puns were truly laughThis movie received 4 out of 5
worthy. I was a bit thrown off with how the movie had
Bulldogs
household-names like James Franco and Seth Rogen
placed alongside lesser-known stars like Danny McBride
(for those who haven’t seen Pineapple Express) and Jay
Baruchel. Both men have respectable filmographies, but
aren’t recognizable in a mainstream context. Their roles
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A new twist on horror: The Purge
By AJ Beltis
Staff Writer

Sometimes when things get
recycled, they turn out better
than they were before. For
example, basic movie plots.
Home invasion has been done
countless times now, and within
the last 10 years alone, we’ve
seen Firewall, The Strangers,
and a remake of Straw Dogs, not
to mention 2002’s Panic Room.
While each of these movies
takes a different approach to the
home invasion idea, none is more

inside them.
Opponents of the purge see
it as society’s way of ridding
the country of those who can’t
afford protection. Those who
depend on others to take care
of them, ultimately unable to
take care of themselves, are

Right?
Meanwhile, James Sandin
(Ethan Hawke) works for
a security company which
specializes in home protection
for the wealthiest citizens during
the purge. Protected by his own
resources, Sandin and his family

the Sandin home. Sure, some of
the jump scenes were predictable,
but the kills were impressively
shocking, and the scares were
substantial. On top of that, the
film got me with at least 4 twists
by the end. I enjoyed The Purge
(far more than The Strangers and

‘Formulaic to an
extent, The Purge is an
otherwise well-made
and thought provoking
thriller.’
original than The Purge. While
you’re watching The Purge, you
can tell yourself you’ve seen the
movie a bunch of times before,
but you’ll be closing your eyes
and jumping in the theater
while you’re cynically reassuring
yourself.
In this partly dystopian
movie, an impoverished and
crime-ridden America is saved
by the “New Founding Fathers.”
Their new policies include “the
purge,” an annual lifting of all
crime restrictions in the country,
allowing for the release of stress
and violence that everyone holds

with what I saw, only with some
things I didn’t see. Interestingly,
the thought that stayed with me
most was that even though the
film shows us the disastrous and
deadly downsides of the purge,
I’m sure there exists a population
that would associate with the
violent young interlopers, which
is potentially the most disturbing
part about The Purge.
Formulaic to an extent, The
Purge is an otherwise well-made
and thought provoking thriller.
While it’s true the script leaves
much of the interpretation of
the social effects of the purge up
to us, that’s where the scenes of
terror are implemented instead.
Think about it - without placing
them as the vicarious on-screen
victims, there was no other
way for middle or upper class
American viewers to understand
how horrific the events of the
purge would be. And that’s just
what The Purge did.
This movie recieved 3.5/5
bulldogs

A particularly creepy scene from The Purge (MCT Campus)
simply killed off, and the purge
exists as an economic renewal as
opposed to its intended release
of frustration. As frightening
as it sounds, a news anchor
reassures viewers that whatever
it is about the purge, it’s working.
Unemployment is at 1% and
illegal crime is almost unheard
of. So, that makes it all okay.

consider themselves safe from
the horrors of the night. When
young Charlie Sandin offers
shelter to the homeless target of
a group of entitled young elitists,
the family is torn between
societal obligations and personal
morality.
It goes without saying that
the group makes their way into

the Straw Dogs remake), although
there were a few ideas that
could’ve been developed more
effectively.
I wouldn’t have complained
if the hour and 25 minute
runtime had been expanded to
give us a little bit more of the
social implications, but having
said that, I wasn’t displeased

THE POETRY CORNER
Meant to Be

See
Glorify your existence

& Turn off your ethnocentricity

Place a grain of new spice

Prioritize your lies

Wipe your perspective off the
broken glass

On every taste bud

Put your mind out of state
So your state is out of mind
_______________________
Flip the funnel
Open the jar
Broaden your horizons
Read the blimp, not the car
_______________________
Obligation is a myth
A myth is a cloud
Looks down on you silent &
loud,

It is polluting the city
_______________________
Accept the air,
You need it to survive
You can’t change which way it
blows
But you can change the way you
inhale
_______________________
Be aware of stage-fright
During your live performance
In front of yourself

With its shade chasing you into
the crowd
_______________________

It’s a tough audience

Remove self from your
consciousness

Sprint down

Separate judge & mentality
Be mindful of your being
& Watch your step carefully
_______________________
Be environmentally moral

_______________________

Never ending aisles
Shopping carts & wedding
guests
All full of denial
_______________________

And as you try once twice thrice
Count every goose bump
_______________________
Don’t dust off the nightstand
Sweep out the attic
Wash the skylight
& look right at it
_______________________
Unplug the drain
Watch the whirlpool spin
Let the touch of your finger
Change its position
_______________________
Modulate humanity
Substantiate imagination
Manifest your creativity
Aggrandize longevity with
accreditation
- Stephanie Barrett

Unfortunately it’s no longer
meant to be,
You’ve already drifted from me.
What you say is never going to
help me see,
That what I feel is false, so I’ll
simply flee.
Chance after chance we’ve
always just messed things up
over and over again,
It can only be a sign that we’re
not meant to be how we’ve never
before been.
Doubt in you fills my thoughts
and you’re never there to prove
yourself,
I won’t be let down again, and
never again shall I give away
myself.
We used to dream of days on the
beach,
Hand in hand, not a goal we
couldn’t reach.
Every fairytale has an ending,
this one has come too soon,
No longer will your touch make
me swoon.
Nights filled with tears,
No one to rid me of my fears.
Unfortunately it’s no longer
meant to be,
You’ve already drifted from me.
What you say is never going to
help me see,
That what I feel is false, so I’ll
simply flee.

You’ve hurt me as much as I’ve
hurt you,
Maybe we just need to find
someone new...
You already have, but at the
same time your scared to leave
me behind,
Although behind is where I’m
meant to be, I will not keep you
confined.
We got too ahead of ourselves
and looked past everything we
actually needed,
Every time we almost got away
from it, we begged and pleaded.
We are the culprit of our own
pain,
I don’t know of any other way to
explain.
We’re better off this way,
I think I’m better off alone
anyway...
Unfortunately it’s no longer
meant to be,
You’ve already drifted from me.
What you say is never going to
help me see,
That what I feel is false, so I’ll
simply flee.
		
		

- Ashley Smith
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Comic of
the Week

The Archway wants
you!
Come to a meeting:
Mondays @ 5pm in
FSC Room 1

